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Zusammenfassung
Obwohl Radiogalaxien eine Minderheit unter der Galaxienpopulation darstellen,
finden sie immer mehr Beachtung aufgrund der energetischen Ru¨ckkopplung, die sie
auf ihre Umgebung ausu¨ben. Radiogalaxien beheimaten einen aktiven galaktischen
Kern, der große Mengen an Energie in Form von Radio und Ro¨ntgenstrahlung-Jets
abgibt, was in einigen Fa¨llen Strahlungsku¨hlprozesse des in dunklen Materie Halos
kondensierenden Gases kompensieren kann. Zum Versta¨ndnis der Galaxienentste-
hung und Entwicklung, ist es daher notwendig die Rolle von aktiven galaktischen
Kernen (AGNs) in diesem Zusammenhang zu verstehen.
Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Zusammenstellung eines
Auswahl von Radiogalaxien. Dies ist allerdings kein einfaches Unternehmen, da
diese Galaxien sehr verschiedene Morphologien in verschiedenen Surveys zeigen,
und oft in mehrere Komponenten aufgebrochen sind. Diese diversen Komponenten
mu¨ssen mit einer eindeutig optisch sichtbaren Galaxie identifiziert werden. Hierzu
haben wir zwei verschiedene Radio Surveys (NVSS und FIRST) mit einem Sample
von leuchtkra¨ftigen roten Galaxien des Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) korreliert.
NVSS ermo¨glicht eine sehr genaue Bestimmung des Flusses ausgedehnter Quellen,
wohingegen die Winkelauflo¨sung von FIRST eine sehr genaue Identifikation der
Heimat-Galaxie erlaubt. Weiter haben wir den Abgleich von Quellen unter dem
nominalen 1 mJy Detektionslimit von FIRST verbessert, um die Verla¨sslichkeit und
die Vollsta¨ndigkeit des endgu¨ltigen Katalogs zu erho¨hen. Diese Techniken erlaubten
es uns den derzeit gro¨ßten Radiogalaxien-Katalog zusammenzustellen. Er besteht
aus circa 14,000 radiolauten AGNs bei mittleren Rotverschiebungen (0.4 < z < 0.8)
und 1.4 GHz Flußsta¨rken u¨ber 3.5 mJy. Die Abgleichkriterien wurden mit Monte-
Carlo Simulationen getestet und verbessert, was zu einer gescha¨tzen Verla¨ßlichkeit
von ∼98.3% und einer Vollsta¨ndigkeit von circa 95% fu¨r den Katalog fu¨hrte.
Mit Hilfe dieses Katalogs waren wir in der Lage Radiogalaxien bei z ∼ 0.55 mit
einer a¨hnlichen Auswahl im lokalen Universum zu vergleichen. Wir haben dann
ihre Entwicklung studiert, wie ihre Raumdichte sich mit der Zeit a¨ndern und wie
der Anteil radioemittierender Quellen sich mit den Galaxieneigenschaften wie stel-
lare Masse, Radioleuchtkraft und Rotverschiebung a¨ndert. Weiter pra¨sentieren wir
eine neue Bestimmung der Leuchtkraftfunktion von Radio-AGNs bei z ∼ 0.55 und
vergleichen diese mit der Leuchtkraftfunktion naher (z ∼ 0.1) Radioquellen des
SDSS Surveys. Die mitbewegte Anzahldichte von Radio-AGNs mit Leuchtkraft
weniger als 1025 W Hz−1 steigt um einen Faktor ∼ 1.5 zwischen z = 0.1 und
z = 0.55 an. Zu ho¨heren Leuchtkra¨ften hin, steigt dieser Faktor stark an, und
erreicht Werte von mehr als 10 bei Radio-Leuchtsta¨rken gro¨ßer als 1026 W Hz−1.
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Anschließend haben wir untersucht wie sich die Relation zwischen Radio-AGNs und
ihren Heimat-Galaxien mit der Rotverschiebung entwickelt. Unsere Hauptschlußfol-
gerung ist, dass der Anteil radiolauter AGNs in allen massiven Galaxien zu ho¨heren
Rotverschiebungen hin ansteigt. Diese Entwicklung ist fu¨r weniger massive Galaxien
in unserer Auswahl besonders ausgepra¨gt. Diese Trends ko¨nnen verstanden werden,
wenn zwei Klassen von Radiogalaxien angenommen werden (wahrscheinlich assozi-
iert mit der “radio” und “quasar mode” Dichotomie), die unterschiedliche Fuelling
und Triggering Mechanismen haben, und sich deshalb verschieden entwickeln. Wir
schließen daraus, dass die stellare Masse ein wichtiger Einflußdarauf hat, ob die
Galaxie helle und ma¨chtige Jets entwickelt.
Es gibt auch die Vermutung, dass die Umgebung einer Galaxie beeinflußt, ob die
Galaxie radialaut ist. Um dieser Fragestellung nachzugehen, haben wir untersucht
wie Radiogalaxien im Universum verteilt und geha¨uft sind. Die Ha¨ufung haben wir
dabei abha¨ngig von der stellaren Masse und Radioleuchtkraft betrachtet. Hierzu
haben wir die Kreuzkorrelationsfunktion zwischen Radiogalaxien und der Eltern-
LRG-Population berechnet. Um die eigentliche RLAGN-Ha¨ufung zu quantifizieren,
haben wir unsere Auswahl mit einem Kontroll-Sample radioleiser Galaxien ver-
glichen, die mit den selben Eigenschaften wie die AGNs selektiert wurden. Das
Hauptresultat dieser Analyse ist, dass RLAGN signifikant sta¨rker geha¨uft sind als
radioleise Objekte, insbesondere unterhalb von ∼1 Mpc h−1. Dies deutet darauf
hin, dass die Gasumgebung von Radioquellen auf den Skalen ihres dunkle Materie
Halos einen wichtigen Einflußauf die beobachtete Radiolautsta¨rke hat.
Vereinheitliche Modelle sagen vorher, dass die Umgebungen von radiolauten
Galaxien und radiolauten Quasaren a¨quivalent sein sollten, da sie die gleichen
Objekte nur von unterschiedlichen Orientierungen aus beobachtet darstellen. Wir
haben die Ha¨ufungsmessungen fu¨r diese beiden Typen von Objekten verglichen, und
konnte wichtige Einschra¨nkungen an die Bedingungen stellen, die fu¨r die Gu¨ltigkeit
der Modelle notwendig sind. Wir finden Hinweise dafu¨r, dass die Idee der Verein-
heitlichung nur gu¨ltig sein kann fu¨r die hellsten Radiogalaxien unser Auswahl.
Im letzten Teil der Arbeit haben wir die radiolaute Population von AGNs bei
z = 0.5 mit Hilfe einer einfache Beschreibung der Verteilung von Radiogalaxien
in dunklen Materie Halos aus N-Body Simulationen modelliert. Durch Kombi-
nation eines Vergleichs fu¨r die mechanische Energie von Radioquellen mit unsere
Bestimmung der Leuchtkraftfunktion ist es uns dadurch gelungen den Heizeffekt
von RLAGNs in Halos verschiedener Masse abzuscha¨tzen. Die Heizsta¨rke in Ha-
los von ∼1015 M⊙ h−1, den massereichsten in unserem Sample, ist einen Faktor
6-7 gro¨ßer als in den massea¨rmsten Systemen mit ∼1013 M⊙ h−1. Dieses Resultat
kann verwendet werden, um die Implementierung von Ru¨ckkopplungs-Modellen zur
Untersuchung von Galaxienentstehung zu verbessern.
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Abstract
Despite being a minority among the total population of galaxies, radio galaxies
have gained increasing attention, because of the energetic feedback they can provide
to the surrounding environment. These systems host an active nucleus that produces
large amounts of energy in the form of radio/X-ray emitting jets, injecting energy
that in some cases can balance the radiative loses of the gas that cools and condenses
within massive halos of dark matter. Therefore, if we want to understand galaxy
formation and evolution, we have to understand the role of active galactic nuclei
(AGN) in the galaxy assembly process.
My work concentrated, first, on constructing a complete sample of radio galax-
ies. This is not an easy task as they have very different morphologies in different
surveys, and ofter break up into separate componentes. These components must be
correctly associated with a unique optical galaxy. We cross-correlated two different
radio surveys (NVSS and FIRST) with a sample of luminous red galaxies derived
from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). The NVSS provides accurate flux mea-
surements for extended sources, while the angular resolution of FIRST allows the
host galaxy to be identified accurately. We also improved the matching of sources
below the nominal 1 mJy detection limit of FIRST, to increase the reliabiliy and
completeness of the final catalogue. These techniques allowed us to assemble the
largest radio galaxy catalogue to date, consisting of around 14,000 radio–loud AGN
at intermediate redshifts (0.4 < z < 0.8), with 1.4 GHz fluxes above 3.5 mJy. The
matching criteria were tested and refined using Monte–Carlo simulations, leading
to an estimated reliability of ∼98.3% and completeness level of about 95% for our
catalogue.
With this catalog in hand, we were able to compare radio galaxies at z ∼ 0.55
with similar samples in the local universe. We studied the evolutionary properties
of radio galaxies, how their spatial density changes as function of time and how
the fraction of radio emitting sources varies with galaxies properties such as stel-
lar mass, radio luminosity and redshift. We present a new determination of the
luminosity function of radio AGN at z ∼ 0.55 and compare this to the luminos-
ity function of nearby (z ∼ 0.1) radio sources from the SDSS main survey. The
comoving number density of radio AGN with luminosities less than 1025 W Hz−1
increases by a factor ∼ 1.5 between z = 0.1 and z = 0.55. At higher lumiosities,
this factor increases sharply, reaching values of more than 10 at radio luminosities
larger than 1026 W Hz−1. We then study how the relation between radio AGN
and their host galaxies evolves with redshift. Our main conclusion is that the frac-
tion of radio–loud AGN increases towards higher redshift in all massive galaxies,
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but the evolution is particularly strong for the lower mass galaxies in our sample.
These trends may be understood if there are two classes of radio galaxies (likely
associated with the “radio” and “quasar mode” dichotomy) that have different fu-
elling/triggering mechanisms and hence evolve in different ways. We conclude that
stellar mass seems to be the a very important factor in deciding whether a galaxy
develops bright, powerful radio jets.
There is also the suggestion that the environment of a galaxy is also crucial
in deciding whether it becomes radio-loud. To address this question, we stud-
ied how radio galaxies are clustered in the universe and quantified the clustering
dependence on stellar mass and radio power. We do this by computing the cross-
correlation function between radio galaxies and the parent LRG population. In
order to isolate the true clustering of RLAGN, we compare respect to control radio-
quiet galaxies selected with the same properties as radio AGN. The main result is
that RLAGN are significantly more clustered than radio-quiet objects, particularly
below ∼1 Mpc h−1, indicating that the gaseous environment of a radio sources at
the scale of its dark matter halo is important in modulating the observed output
power and determining its radio loudness.
Unification models predict that the environments of radio-loud galaxies and
radio-loud quasars should be equivalent, as they represent the same object that
is observed at different orientations with respect to the line of sight. We have com-
pared our clustering measurements for these two types of objects, setting important
restrictions on the conditions that must be met if the models are valid. We find
evidence that the idea of unification can hold only for the most luminous radio
galaxies in our sample, with radio power above ∼ 1026 W Hz−1.
Finally, we have also modeled the radio-loud population of AGN at z = 0.5 by
applying a simple prescription for the distribution of radio galaxies in dark matter
haloes extracted from N-body simulations. This proves the applicability at high
redshift of models that have been shown to work well in the local universe and
test directly the radio-mode heating recipe implemented in semianalyitcal models
of galaxy formation. By combining an estimate for the mechanical power of radio
sources with our determination of the luminosity function we have been able to
estimate the heating effect that RLAGN produce in haloes of different mass. The
heating power in haloes of ∼1015 M⊙ h−1, the most massive in our sample, is a
factor of 6-7 larger than in less massive systems of ∼1013 M⊙ h−1, and a factor of
∼ 2.5 larger at z = 0.5 than at in the local universe. This result can be used to
improve the implementation of radio feedback in models of galaxy formation.
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1
General Context and Motivation
I will discuss the development of radio astronomy, paying particular attention to the advance
of wide-area radio and optical surveys during the last 60 years. Then, I will briefly review basic
properties of the different AGN types that make up the diversity of the AGN zoo, focusing
on radio AGN and quasars, their morphology and classification.
Radio galaxies are also important cosmological tools to study galaxy evolution. I briefly
address the cosmological context and the formation of structure in the universe. Finally, I
will highlight the important role that radio AGN play in galaxy evolution. Galaxy formation
models successfully incorporate the heating effect of radio sources to reproduce observations.
The ideas presented in this chapter will provide the framework, main concepts and motivation
for this work, as well as serve as an introduction to the more in-depth discussions in the
following chapters.
1.1 An Exciting Time For Radio Astronomy
The first systematic survey of the radio universe was carried out in 1943 by Grote
Reber, a pioneering radio engineer who followed the footsteps of Karl Jansky, the
discoverer of the first radio signals from outer space. Using a backyard telescope
with a beamwidth of 16 deg operating at a frequency of 150 MHz, it took Reber more
than a year to map the northern sky down to a flux density limit of a few thousand
janskys. The resulting survey revealed various regions emitting at radio wavelengths
along the Milky Way plane, whose centroid was offset more than 30 deg from the
zero point of Galactic longitude known at that time. He provided the astronomical
community with the first picture of our Galaxy at wavelengths beyond the optical,
and showed that in some cases this radiation had to be of non-thermal origin. Over
60 years later, modern surveys like the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at 20-cm
(FIRST) are 5 million times more sensitive and map dozens of millions of sources.
Most fields of science are considered as experimental in nature: scientists design
experiments to test hypotheses. Astronomy is no exception to this rule: astronomers
15
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carry out the equivalent of experiments by discovering, studying and uncovering re-
lationships between astrophysical systems with a variety of properties that exist
in many different physical conditions. Observation is a key task in astronomy, and
surveys are central to progress in the discipline as they generate the set of “laborato-
ries” to conduct studies. Deep surveys, which provide a representative population of
objects, are the best tool to discover new and unexpected phenomena, constrain the
actual links between different source classes, and deduce their underlying physics.
Moreover, in many cases the same astrophysical process leads to significant emis-
sion of radiation across the electromagnetic spectrum, so surveys in widely separated
wavelength bands are essential in constructing a complete picture of a population
of sources.
Both, optical and radio astronomers have always been aware of this particular
need. The first large modern effort to build a census of the sky at optical wavelengths
was the National Geographic-Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS-I). It has
been a fundamental resource for almost 50 years of research, providing images,
positions and catalogs of optical emitting sources over the entire northern sky. In
the last decade, new ground-based surveys like the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
have surveyed large regions of the sky more than four magnitudes deeper than in
the POSS-I plates.
In the meantime, radio astronomers have produced a large number of surveys
since the discipline begun to gain attention after World War II. Over the last three
decades, they have conceived and built special telescopes and instruments, some-
times dedicated solely to conducting a specific survey. The series of Cambridge
surveys (3C,4C,5C,6C,7C,8C,9C) are examples of such an approach and even today,
they remain as the most well studied samples of bright radio sources at frequencies
between 80 MHz and 15 GHz. The first quasars where discovered among the 3C
objects. Interferometric arrays that combine the signals from multiple receivers sep-
arated over long baselines, like the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT)
and the Very Large Array (VLA), have allowed to reach very low flux densities,
revealing the properties of mJy-level radio sources. The great majority of optical
counterparts of ∼ 3 mJy 1 sources are fainter than mV = 20, so precise coordinates
are needed to correctly cross-match with radio sources, determine distances and
study their evolution.
The list of prospective new instruments and surveys that are planned or entering
operations in the near future indicate that radio astronomy will play an important
role for the advance of astrophysics. We will briefly discuss these projects at the end
of this thesis. Another aspect that enables astrophysics to develop in large leaps is
the ever growing computing capability. Until a few years ago, computing capacity
was insufficient or too expensive to carry out the digital signal processing of a large
sky survey. This is no longer the case. And no less important, fully digital surveys,
11 Jy = 10−26 W Hz−1
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maps and catalogs are instantly accessible to the astronomical community.
1.2 The Zoo of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)
A few percent of the known galaxies in the Universe contain active central regions.
This activity originates in an extremely compact region, order of magnitudes smaller
than the typical (few kpc) size of galaxies. However, in some cases the power output
of AGN can exceed the luminosity of > 103 normal galaxies. In the most broad
sense, an active galactic nucleus (AGN) can be defined a region in the center of a
galaxy whose energy content or spectral energy distribution cannot be explained by
starlight alone.
The study of AGN has made significant advances in the last 60 years. The
first radio sources detected in the 1950s, were successfully associated with point-
like optical sources or optical galaxies located outside the Milky Way. As some
radio sources displayed significant variability on very short time scales, the energy
had to be produced within a tiny region (1-10 pc) compared to the total size of a
galaxy. Lynden-Bell [1969] suggested the accretion of matter onto super-massive
black holes as the energy production mechanism. However, black holes were only
hypothetical objects at that time. Today, there is mounting evidence that black
holes reside at the center of most, if not all, massive galaxies. Two examples are
provided by the detection of high excitation iron lines with strong relativistic effects
(Nandra et al. 1997), and the direct observation of stars orbiting around an object
of several 106 M⊙ at the center the Galaxy (Genzel et al. 1997).
AGNs are observed over most of the electromagnetic spectrum, from 100 MHz
radio waves to 100 MeV gamma rays. This, toegether with the difficulties in combin-
ing multi-wavelength datasets, has lead to a confusing AGN terminology where the
classification of various types of sources has been a reflection of the initial method-
ologies by which the objects where discovered, rather than physical properties of
the different classes.
Historically, the majority of AGN were classified into quasars or Seyfert galaxies
according to the amount of radiation emitted by the central source. For the case
of Seyfert galaxies, the total energy at optical wavelengths emitted by the nuclear
source is comparable to the total luminosity of the galaxy. In quasars, the central
AGN can be so bright that it outshines the host galaxy luminosity by factors of
102−3. Today, the definition of the different classes has evolved to try to reflect
the underlying physics rather than the way we observe them. For example, Seyfert
galaxies are identified by the presence of high-ionization emission lines in the spectra.
AGN are often classified according to: (1) radio luminosity into radio-loud or
radio-quiet classes; and (2) spectral features into Type 0, 1 or 2. The classification
as radio-loud or radio-quiet is often made according to the ratio between radio and
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optical luminosity. Type 1 AGN have broad emission lines and a bright continuum
in the spectra, while Type 2 AGN have narrow emission lines and a weak continuum.
Here, we will summarize the basic characteristics of the different classes of AGN
that are generally recognized, and reserve for the following section a more detailed
discussion about the properties of radio AGN.
• Seyfert Galaxies: these are low luminosity AGNs identified spectroscopically
by the presence of high-ionization emission lines in the spectra. Most Seyferts
are hosted by spiral galaxies with quasar-like nuclei. Type 1 Seyferts show
both broad (104 km s−1) lines and narrow (∼400 km s−1) lines. In Type 2
Seyferts only the narrow lines are present.
• Quasars: these are the most luminous class of AGNs. Historically, quasars
were identified as star-like objects associated with strong radio sources and
emission spectra, while the term QSO was reserved for sources with the same
emission-line optical spectra but no detected radio emission. Quasars often
appear as spatially unresolved objects, and they have spectra very similar as
of Seyfert galaxies.
• Radio Galaxies: these are spatially resolved galaxies associated with bright
radio sources (although powerful radio sources are also identified with radio-
loud quasars). In analogy with Seyferts, radio galaxies can be divided into
broad-line and narrow-line radio galaxies, according to the optical spectra.
Typically, radio galaxies are associated with elliptical galaxies.
• LINERs: these are the low-ionization emission-line regions that are found in
a substantial fraction of galaxies when sensitive observations are made. About
half of spiral galaxies host LINERs. They have similar spectra as of Seyferts,
but with relatively strong low-ionization lines (e.g. OI λ6300, NII λ6583).
They are more easily recognized using the intensity ratio of two pairs of spectral
lines (i.e. the BPT diagram, see Section 2.6).
• BL Lac: these objects show a strong nuclear continuum, high levels of polar-
ization and rapid variability. In the optical spectra, emission lines are absent or
very weak. They are commonly associated with X-ray or strong radio sources.
The diversity in the observational properties of the different types of AGNs
outlined above is enormous. However, most AGN classes can be described in a
simple manner by the so called unified model of AGN. In this model, the energy
is produced by a hot accretion disk of matter infalling onto a super-massive 106-
109 M⊙ black hole that is surrounded by an obscuring dusty torus. The accretion
produces photo-ionising UV radiation, and gives rise synchrotron radio emission
and X-ray emission via Compton scattering. The high velocity dispersion of the gas
clouds located within ∼1 pc of the obscuring torus gives rise to the broad emission
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Figure 1.1 • Sketch of the basic elements of the AGN model, and the different classes of sources
that are visible at varying orientation respect to the line of sight according to unification schemes.
lines observed in optical quasars and Seyfert-1 galaxies. Gas clouds situated further
away at ∼10-100 pc have lower velocity dispersions and are responsable for narrow
emission lines. The distinguishing feature of radio-loud AGN is a pair of relativistic
jets, originating within a few tens of Schwarzschild radii of the accreting black hole.
Unification model states that, depending on viewing angle, the observer either
sees the accretion disk and the broad emission lines, or due to obscuration by the
optically thick torus, sees only the narrow emission lines (first suggestion was made
by Osterbrock 1978). This anisotropic radiation is the basis of optical unification
schemes, and explains why there are AGNs (i.e. Seyfert 2) without broad emis-
sion lines. The same concept applies for radio-loud AGN due to the anisotropy of
the radio jet emission, suggesting that objects like BL Lac and quasars are more
“aligned” versions of radio galaxies, i.e. when the line of sight is close to the jet
direction (e.g. Blandford and Rees 1978; Browne 1983; Barthel 1989). Figure 1.1
sketches the basic elements of AGN unification.
1.3 Properties of Radio Galaxies and Quasars
1.3.1 Radio Galaxies
The population of radio-emitting galaxies is composed of two main classes:
• Star forming galaxies: the radio emission is mostly as a result of the
synchrotron emission of particles accelerated in supernova shocks and free-
free emission from HII regions. This means that the radio luminosity is
correlated with the star formation rate. For example, a radio luminosity
of L1.4GHz = 10
22 W Hz−1 corresponds to a star formation rate of about
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5 M ⊙ yr
−1 (e.g. Condon 1992). Dusty HII regions that are heated and
ionized by the same population of massive, short-lived stars that give rise to
supernovae, re-process the radiation towards infrared wavelengths. Hence, far-
infrared (FIR) emission is tightly correlated with radio emission (e.g. ?helou);
Condon 1992). Their 1.4 GHz radio luminosities range typically from from 1018
to 1023 W Hz−1. Non-thermal emission in normal galaxies is also detected in
the central regions of normal galaxies, and Seyfert galaxies form an almost
continuous distribution in radio luminosity up to the radio-loud boundary.
• Radio-loud AGN: the radio emission in these systems is exclusively of non-
stellar origin, associated with particles accelerated by the central active nuclei.
Compared to star forming galaxies, RLAGN are more powerful radio sources
hosted by mostly elliptical galaxies. Roughly 1% to 25% of giant elliptical
galaxies are radio-loud. Basically, all sources with radio luminosities above
∼1024 W Hz−1 are almost invariably associated with AGN (Condon 1992;
Sadler et al. 2002; Best et al. 2005b). Throughout this work we will use the
terms radio-loud AGN or radio galaxy interchangeably to designate the same
type of object.
1.3.2 Radio Quasars
The quasar population can also be divided into two classes: radio-loud or simply
radio quasars, and radio-quiet quasars. Radio quasars, like radio galaxies, are a
minority among the the total quasar population. The precise definition of radio-
loud is somewhat subjective and only < 5% of the sources are usually considered to
be well into the radio-loud regime.
It is conventional to separate radio-loud quasars as those with total luminosities
above L5GHz = 2.5×1024 WHz−1 or 1041 erg s−1 (Kellermann et al. 1989). For these
objects the ratio of 1.4 GHz radio luminosity to B-band optical luminosity, R1.4GHz,
ranges typically from ∼ 10 and up to ∼1000. For all quasars with detected radio
emission, the radio-to-optical luminosity ratio shows a smooth (and asymmetric)
bimodal distribution, with a bright peak centered around R1.4GHz ∼ 102−3 and a
much fainter peak clustered around R1.4GHz ∼ 10. A small fraction of quasars do
not show radio emission even down to the µJy level and the optical luminosity of
most of the radio-quiet population varies by a factor of up to 104. This suggests
that there could be a distinction, in the physical mechanism responsible for the
radio emission in the two regimes. High luminosity radio-loud quasars are thought
to be result of well-collimated radio jets that originate from the accretion of cold
gas. In radio-quiet quasars, the origin of the radio emission is less clear. One
possibility is the thermal emission from supernova remnants in high density regions
(Terlevich et al. 1992). But the most favored idea is that it is non-thermal emission
from jets powered under a variety of physical conditions that could give rise to
the apparent dichotomy. Differences in mass accretion rate, jet power, efficiency
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of energy conversion, or different ignition/duration timescales of radio-optical AGN
could explain the observed distributions. This is supported by parsec-scale radio
observations (e.g. Kukula et al. [1998]) that resolve tiny jet-like structures around
very faint radio-quiet quasars.
1.3.3 Observational Phenomenology of Radio AGN
Radio galaxies and quasars exhibit a wide range of sizes and morphological struc-
tures at radio wavelengths. There are extremely compact, steep spectrum radio
sources (∼15 kpc) with point-like morphologies. And there are complex structures
with lobes, radio halos, compact nucleus, jets and filaments that in the most extreme
cases extend up to ∼ 2 Mpc from the nucleus.
In many cases the morphology is too complex to separate the different observed
features, and not all of them appear in every radio galaxy or quasar. However, the
most common elements found are:
• Core: present in about 80% of radio galaxies and in virtually all quasars, these
are compact components –unresolved at typical subarcsec resolution– whose
position usually matches with the associated optical counterpart. Cores have
flat2, self-absorbed spectrum. They contribute ∼ 1 − 100% of the total radio
luminosity.
• Jets: these are narrow beams that transport energy from the central AGN to
the outer regions. Their extension ranges from a few pc up to several hundred
kpc, in the largest radio galaxies. Jets can be one-sided or two-sided and
present a smooth or knotty structure. As the jet radio luminosity is typically
a small fraction of the total luminosity, most of the energy is in the form of
bulk kinetic energy. In some cases, jets are also visible at optical wavelengths
(e.g. the first case was M87 in 1918).
Radio jets have steep spectra of almost constant spectral index along their
longitude, and show the radiation generated shows polarization levels from
20% to >60%. Close to the core, jets are highly collimated and the magnetic
field is parallel to the jet direction. At larger distances, the jets spread more
and the magnetic field becomes perpendicular to the propagation vector (see
Bridle and Perley 1984 for a comprehensive review about radio jets in AGN).
Very long baseline interferometric radio maps have revealed tiny parsec-scale
jets of knotty structure close the nucleus, whose apparent advance speeds often
exceeds the speed of light (i.e. superluminal motion).
• Lobes: these are comparatively large radio-emitting regions, with linear sizes
in the kpc-Mpc range. Quite often, two radio lobes are observed at opposite
2By convention, sources with spectral index α 6 0.5 are said to have flat power law spectrum, for
Sν ∝ ν
−α. Steep spectrum sources have α > 0.5.
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sides of the central source, in a roughly symmetrical configuration. The angle
these two lobes form respect to the central component is called opening angle.
It varies from 180 deg in ´classical” double sources to very small angles in
narrow-angle-tail radio galaxies. In the last case, the jets/lobes are bent back
by the ram pressure of the ICM flow, because of the high speed of the AGN
moving through a galaxy cluster. Luminosities of radio lobes differ usually by
a factor of ∼ 2 at most, but sometimes extended structure is visible around
only one side of quasars.
• Hotspots: these are small, ∼ 1 kpc regions of maximum intensity located
in the outer edges of radio lobes. Bright sources can display multiple, one
or no radio hostpots at all, while sometimes the knotty structure of jets can
render the definition of a hotspot much more difficult (see Bridle et al. 1994
for a complex empirical definition). Hotspots often display a spectrum less
steeper than the hosting lobe, suggesting that they trace the region where
the jet impacts the ambient medium and the bulk kinetic energy of the jet is
converted into random motions.
1.3.4 Fanaroff-Riley Classification
In 1974, B.L. Fanaroff and J.M. Riley noted an intriguing correlation between radio
luminosity and the relative location of the brightest peaks in radio maps of quasars
and galaxies. Using a sample of only 57 resolved radio sources selected from the
3CR catalogue, they found that for the most luminous sources the ratio Rfr of the
distance between the regions of highest surface brightness on each side of the source,
to the total extent of the source (up to the lowest radio countour observed), was
greater than 0.5. They called objects with Rfr > 0.5 Fanaroff-Riley Class II (FRII)
sources, while objects with Rfr < 0.5 where classified as Fanaroff-Riley Class I
(FRI).
The luminosity boundary between the two classes at 1.4 GHz is around 1025 WHz−1
but there is significant overlap between the two classes. Nevertheless, various prop-
erties of FRI/FRII systems are different, suggesting, at least, different processes by
which the energy is transported and converted into radio emission.
• Fanaroff-Riley Class I (FRI): these systems become fainter toward the
outer regions of the lobes, i.e the high intensity peaks are close to the cen-
tral nucleus, while the regions of low surface brightness lie further away. This
´edge-darkening” is clearly visible in the radio map of the source 3C31, shown
in Figure 1.2. Around 80% of FRI objects present radio jets and the steepness
of the spectra increases toward the outer zones, indicating that the radiating
electrons are comparatively old. FRI sources are often hosted by bright, ellipti-
cal D/cD galaxies, associated with rich clusters filled with hot, X-ray emitting
gas.
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Figure 1.2 • Left: VLA 21 cm radio image of 3C31 (NGC 383). It is a prototypical FRI radio
galaxy, with conical short jets that bends in the outer regions, developing faint plumes extended
out to ∼0.3 Mpc. The AGN is hosted by an elliptical galaxy at z=0.017. Right: composite
image of 3C219, an double-lobed FRII radio galaxy at z=0.17. The optical V band image is in
blue, while red/yellow is a 1.4-1.6 GHz radio composite, showing large, collimated radio jets and
filamentary lobe structures that end up in bright hotspots a few hundred kiloparsecs away from
the central AGN. Images courtesy of NRAO/AUI 1999.
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• Fanaroff-Riley Class II (FRII): this objects typically end up in bright
hotspots, located at large distances when compared to the total extension of
the radio source. Jets are found in about 10% of radio galaxies, but in almost
all luminous quasars. FRII hosts are usually giant elliptical galaxies that are
often not the first ranked galaxies of groups and clusters.
While the FRI/FRII classification scheme correlates with radio luminosity, the
division between classes also depends on the optical luminosity of the host galaxy
(Ledlow and Owen 1996). In the plane of Lrad vs Lopt, the diagonal boundary that
separates the two morphological classes follows the approximate relation Lrad ∝
L2opt.
The physical distinction between FRI and FRII is still a matter of debate. One
important clue comes from the jet properties: FRII jets are narrow, collimated,
smooth, and end up in bright hotspots at the edge of well-defined lobes, suggesting
they flow at supersonic speeds. FRI jets are wide, knotty and often distorted by
the ambient, evidence that they have decelerated to subsonic speeds. Two different
(but not mutually exclusive) scenarios could explain such behavior.
• Environment: all radio galaxies and quasars produce powerful, supersonic
radio jets that quickly become disrupted and subsonic after impacting the
ambient medium (e.g. De Young 1993).
• Central Engine: different properties or mechanisms intrinsic to the central
engine powering FRI and FRII sources are responsable of the changes observed
in radio jets. Briefly, Baum et al. [1995] found that at fixed absolute magni-
tude or radio luminosity FRII galaxies produce far more optical line emission
than FRI sources, and orders of magnitude more than radio-quiet galaxies.
Moreover, radio and emission line luminosity are correlated in powerful FRII,
suggesting they are linked by some physical process. The bottom line is that
differences in accretion rate, black hole mass, or black hole spin rate could
potentially explain the differences between the two populations.
Whatever the case, FRI and FRII classes do not represent the whole diver-
sity among extragalactic radio sources. Hine and Longair [1979] showed that FRII
galaxies are not homogeneous: they can present strong, narrow, high excitation
optical/UV emission lines; or weak-to-no emission lines, as in FRI systems. Also,
a small fraction of FRI sources happen to display typical high excitation spectra.
Other classes of radio sources include GHz-Peaked Spectum (GPS) and Compact
Steep-Spectrum Sources (CSS). Table 1.1 resumes the different types of known ex-
tragalactic radio sources of non-stellar origin.
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Table 1.1 • Different populations of extragalactic radio sources.
Population Optical-UV Em. Line Type
GPS narrow radio galaxy
broad quasar
CSS narrow radio galaxy
broad quasar
FRII high-excitation narrow/broad radio galaxy
narrow quasar
FRII low-excitation weak/none radio galaxy
none BL Lac
FRI weak/none radio galaxy
none BL Lac
1.4 Basic Cosmology and the Emergence of Structure
The most favored cosmological theory predicts that a large “explosion” that we
denominate The Big Bang gave origin to our universe about 14 billion years ago.
Ever since then, it has been expanding and cooling.
Ordinary matter, i.e. that in form of baryons, represents only a minor fraction
(∼4%) of the total energy density budget of the universe. The next major contrib-
utor is the dark matter, accounting for ∼22% of the total content. However, the
remaining 74% of the universe is in form of dark energy (commonly referred as the
cosmological constant Λ) and actually dominates its geometry. The physical nature
of dark energy is completely unknown, but its main effect is to counteract gravity
by exerting an extra negative pressure. Type Ia supernovae can be used as standard
candles and recent studies of these objects (e.g. Riess et al. 2004) confirm that the
expansion rate of the cosmos has increased in recent times due to the presence of
this unknown form of energy. With some assumptions (i.e. Ωm = 0.3), supernovae
measurements indicate that ΩΛ = 0.7.
Over the last 50 years, the cosmological model of an expanding universe has de-
veloped steadily and converged to a model described basically by three parameters.
It is remarkable that independent measurements largely agree in their numerical
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values. These parameters are:
• Hubble Constant: it is defined in terms of the rate of change, as observed to-
day, of the scale factor of the universe, which accounts for the overall expansion
or contraction of the (homogeneous and isotropic) universe. The most recent
determination of H0 employing the period-luminosity relation of an homoge-
neous Cepheids population in hosts of Type Ia supernovae (Riess et al. [2009])
has estimated that H0 = 74.2± 3.6 km s−1 Mpc, i.e. up to ∼5% accuracy.
• Matter density: the total matter density of the universe today ρm(t0) is
contributed by both, dark and baryonic matter. It is usually expressed as
Ωm = ρm(t0)/ρc in terms of the critical density of the universe ρc = 3H
2
0/8piG,
which marks the limiting case between a high-density (closed) universe that
will stop expanding and contract, and a low-density (open) universe that will
expand forever if dark energy is neglected.
• Cosmological Constant: represents the dark energy content of the universe.
It can also be expressed in terms of the critical density as ΩΛ = ρΛ/ρc =
Λ/3H20 .
Very small anisotropies detected in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
suggest that the structure originated from tiny seed fluctuations in the cosmic den-
sity field. One of the most important sources of information in cosmology is the
power spectrum of the CMB, that combined with data on the spatial distribution
of galaxies, have delineated the cosmic matter budget described above.
In the expanding universe, the growth of density fluctuations due to gravitational
instabilities explains how bound objects such as galaxies and clusters formed at
increasingly larger spatial scales. The most successful theory about cosmological
structure formation is known as the cold dark matter model (ΛCDM), which states
that the homogeneous universe turned into inhomogeneous by growing hierarchically
from bottom to top : halos of cold dark matter collapse and merge together to
form more massive structures. The ΛCDM paradigm is largely consistent with
observations of very different nature such as the CMB temperature/polarization
maps (Spergel et al. 2007) and the large-scale distribution of galaxies (Cole et al.
2005).
Throughout this work, the adopted values for the cosmological parameters are
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1.
1.5 Role of Radio AGN in Galaxy Formation
There is increasing evidence that AGN activity plays a key role in the process of
galaxy formation, because during their short 106-108 years lifetime AGN produce
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an enormous amount of energy that is injected into their surrounding environment
through ionising radiation and relativistic jets. Furthermore, the discovery that
the black hole mass is correlated with the bulge mass and velocity dispersion (e.g.
Ferrarese and Merritt 2000 and Gebhardt et al. 2000) also suggests a strong link
between galaxy formation and black hole growth or AGN activity.
In the standard picture of hierarchical structure formation, the gas infalling into
the gravitational potential well of merging dark matter haloes is heated to the virial
temperature of the halo, and then gradually cools and condenses to form stars.
Heated systems are supported by pressure, but in certain cases cold gas can fall
into the equatorial plane forming stars and creating what can be observed today
as disc galaxies (e.g. White & Rees 1978). It is the dissipation and collapse of gas
that enables the formation of stars and galaxies. Hence, in order to describe galaxy
formation at smaller scales, additional physical mechanisms other than gravitational
interactions have to be taken into account.
The temperature of the gas is very important, as stars can form only from cold,
dense gas. The gas can be easily heated by several processes, of which two of the
most important are:
• UV Photo-ionization: in low mass halos, UV photons generated by quasars or
massive stars can ionize and heat the gas to temperatures of∼ 104K, restricting
further infall of baryons.
• Supernova feedback: in high mass halos, heating by newborn stars and super-
novae can inject energy into the hot gas halo, preventing further cooling of the
gas.
By running semi-analytic models (SAM) on top of large-scale numerical simu-
lations of dark matter, it is possible to obtain the properties of galaxies sitting on
different halos and then compare with observations. SAMS are just simple prescrip-
tions that model physical processes like merging, cooling, feedback from supernovae,
and chemical enrichment. Early versions of these models (e.g White and Frenk 1991
and Cole et al. 2000) were very successful in reproducing the observed properties
of the baryonic component in the local universe, but a few important problems re-
mained unsolved. For example, the fact that many more galaxies were predicted
at both ends of the luminosity function compared to the observed quantities, was
initially solved by invoking supernova feedback to reduce star formation in low
mass systems (Dekel and Silk 1986; Benson et al. 2003), photoionization heating
by the CMB (Efstathiou 1992) to reduce the formation of dwarfs, and artificially
switching-off the cooling the most massive haloes to reduce gas condensation in
massive systems (Kauffmann et al. 1999). The semi-analytical approach has been
successful in predicting some of the key local observables (e.g. luminosity function,
sizes, colours, Tully-Fisher relation, etc.), but reproducing all properties simultane-
ously for all types of galaxies remains challenging.
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A promising (and much more elegant) solution to account for the mismatch be-
tween simulations and observations at the bright end of the luminosity function is
the heating by radio-loud AGN. This mode of feedback works efficiently in high
mass halos, where black holes accrete gas from the hot halo, releasing energy that
heats the IGM and effectively suppresses cooling flows. AGN feedback is particu-
larly important, as the suppression of cooling modifies the stellar mass, colors and
clustering properties of galaxies. This turns the study of radio-loud AGN of par-
ticular interest. Tabor and Binney [1993] first suggested that radio galaxies could
in principle regulate the cooling flows, preventing significant accretion of gas, and
therefore limiting the mass of galaxies.
This effect has been incorporated (albeit with different prescriptions) in recent
models of galaxy formation by Croton et al. [2006] (but also Bower et al. 2006)
as the the ´´radio-mode” feedback by AGN. If AGN feedback is turned on in
semi-analytic models, the resulting luminosity function has a steep high mass cut-
off above which most systems are red, non star-forming elliptical systems. In
Croton et al. [2006], radio emission is the result of hot gas being accreted at very
low rates (well below the Eddington limit) into massive black holes sitting at the
center of hot static haloes. The mechanical energy heating produced is such that is
more effective in supressing the cooling flows at later times (z < 2) and in massive
black holes, effectively shutting off the supply of gas to the disk, truncating star
formation, and allowing the existing massive galaxies to redden and continue merg-
ing at later times. This model not only solves the luminosity function issue, but
also explains the fact that the most massive galaxies tend to have red, old stellar
populations, and exhibit a bulge-dominated morphology.
In the local universe, where high resolution observations are available, radio mode
feedback has been directly observed. Recent X-ray data from the Chandra Obser-
vatory has shown the presence of bubbles and cavities, inflated in the ICM by high
energy plasma carried out from the central AGN by radio jets (e.g. McNamara et al.
2000; Bˆırzan et al. 2004). These cavities are clearly visible in the composite image
in Figure 1.3, corresponding to the Hydra A cluster of galaxies.
1.6 This thesis
The importance (and success) of AGN feedback in recent semi-analytical models
emphasizes the relevance that radio AGN have for the formation and evolution of
galaxies.
However our understanding of the precise physical processes that take place and
even of basic statistical properties of (low luminosity) radio galaxies, is still quite
sketchy due the lack of comprehensive theories and adequate samples. For example,
we do not know under which circumstances a black hole of a given mass can produce
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Figure 1.3 • Left: composite image of the Hydra A galaxy cluster situated at ∼260 pc of
distance. It shows ∼ 106 K hot gas observed by Chandra (blue) and jets of radio emission
observed by the Very Large Array (pink) that are inflating cavities in the ICM. Galaxies in the
cluster are from the CFHT and the Digitized Sky Survey (yellow). Right: optical, X-ray and
radio images. X-ray: NASA/CXC/U.Waterloo/C.Kirkpatrick et al.; Radio: NSF/NRAO/VLA;
Optical: Canada-France-Hawaii-Telescope/DSS.
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radio jets. Basically, an expanding radio source provides a direct way for the AGN
output to be coupled to its environment. But, how often does this happen and in
which galaxies? What is the dependency on stellar mass, black hole mass, radio
luminosity and redshift? What are the evolutionary properties of the radio-loud
population? In which environments do radio galaxies reside? This thesis presents
additional evidence to characterize the radio population, its evolution and relation
to hosts galaxies, based on statistical properties of large samples of radio-loud AGN
and QSO. The structure of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 1: this is the present chapter, aimed to provide a general overview of AGN
and radio AGN/QSO properties, as well as present them in a cosmological context.
As further motivation, I also present an overview of models of galaxy formation
that taking into account the heating effects of radio sources successfully solve long
standing issues in galaxy formation.
Chapter 2: here I will describe how to cross-match existing radio optical surveys to
assemble a large samples of radio AGN that form the basis of posterior analyses. I
explain the algorithm to select multiple radio components and associate it with one
optical galaxy. I also estimate the efficiency and reliability of the methodology to
assess the quality of the derived catalog.
Chapter 3: here I explain first how stellar masses and (k+e)-corrections are deter-
mined. Then, I turn to study the evolutionary properties of the radio population
by comparing radio galaxies at different redshifts. I present new estimations of
the radio luminosity function, radio-loud AGN fractions and the bivariate radio
luminosity-stellar mass function, as well as quantify the impact of systematic bi-
ases.
Chapter 4: here I analyze the clustering properties of radio galaxies and quasars.
First, I explain the methodology adopted to calculate the two-point auto and cross-
correlation functions. I quantify how the clustering of radio-loud AGN depends on
host galaxy properties and how it compares respect to that of control radio-quiet
objects. I also compare the environments of radio AGN and radio QSO, and discuss
the implications of the results in the framework of unification models of AGN.
Chapter 5: here I describe the implementation of a simple halo occupation model
for RLAGN built on top of semianalytic models of galaxy formation that incor-
portate the feedback effect of radio AGN. I demonstrate that simple prescriptions
to distribute radio galaxies in dark matter haloes which are shown to work in the
local universe, can also account for the mass function and clustering of of radio-
loud AGN. I combine the model predictions with previous results to estimated how
much energy is being dumped by radio sources into haloes of different mass, and at
different cosmic epochs.
Chapter 6: I present here a summary of the results and implications of this work,
as well as discuss prospective ideas that are the subject of future investigations.
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Construction of Radio-Optical
Galaxy Samples
In this chapter, I will address the problem of how radio and optical data are cross-matchted.
While conceptually simple at first glance, this process is not immediately straightforward due
to the nature of the different data, the spatial/angular scales involved, and the various survey
setups. First, I will introduce the different catalogs that were used. Then I will proceed to
explain the algorithm that selects candidate radio-optical associations, and the criteria used
to accept or reject them. It should be noted that this involves associating the true (sometimes
multiple) components observed in multiple radio surveys, to a single optical galaxy. I will also
explain new techniques to improve the detection of sources below the nominal flux density
limit adopted by radio catalogs. Finally, I will give an overview of the procedures to test the
algorithm efficiency, assessing how many true objects are accepted, how many false matches
are detected, and how many sources are missing from the catalogue.
The sample of radio-loud AGN assembled with these procedures forms the basis of the analysis
described in the following chapters.
The contents of this chapter were published as Donoso, Best and Kauffmann, 2009, MNRAS,
392, 617.
2.1 The Sloan Digital Sky Survey
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000; Stoughton et al. 2002) is a
five-band photometric and spectroscopic survey started in the year 2000 that has
mapped almost a quarter of the whole sky, providing precise photometry for more
than 350 million objects and accurate redshifts for about a million galaxies and
quasars. While the main scientific goals of the survey are studies of the large-scale
structure of the universe and the properties of galaxies and quasars, it has proven ex-
tremely useful over a broad range of areas including mapping the structure and kine-
matics of the MilkyWay (SEGUE; The SDSS-II SEGUE Collaboration: Brian Yanny et al.
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2009), measuring accurate light curves of hundreds of Type Ia supernovae (Frieman et al.
2008), and discovering hundreds of new Jovian Trojan asteroids (Szabo´ et al. 2007).
Imaging data in the ugriz bands (Fukugita et al. 1996) was obtained with a wide-
field 24×2048×2048 CCD camera (Gunn et al. 1998) mounted on a dedicated 2.5m
telescope located at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico. The observations
were done in drift-scan mode, tracking great circles at the sidereal rate. Most
images were taken good seeing conditions, with a median seeing of ∼ 1.4′′ in r
band. Astrometric coordinates are accurate to ∼ 0.1′′ per coordinate for typical
extended objects, but close to half of that for bright point sources. The data is
processed by a pipeline (Lupton et al. 2001; Stoughton et al. 2002) that reduces
CDD images, performs the astrometric calibration, and detects objects, calculating
position, brightness and shape. The imaging survey achieves a 95% completeness
limit at (u,g,r,i,z)=(22.0,22.2,22.2,21.3,20.5) over most of the observed area and
operational time.
The photometric system adopted is the AB system (Oke and Gunn 1983), cal-
ibrated by photometric standard stars observed by a companion 0.5 m telescope
close to the main instrument. In this way, magnitudes are accurate to ∼2-3% level
depending on the bandpass. Recently, a new calibration method that takes ad-
vantage of the overlapping area between adjacent imaging runs has been adopted
(Padmanabhan et al. 2008), producing the so called u¨bercalibrated magnitudes with
∼ 1% uncertainty. Throughout this work we adopted the standard photometry be-
cause it was the only system available at the beginning of this work. In any case,
it should be noted that for the purposes of this investigation the differences for the
photometry of galaxies are largely irrelevant.
The SDSS pipeline calculates several types of magnitudes for each object. PSF
magnitudes, based on the fitting of a gaussian profile, provide an optimal represen-
tation for the flux of stars and point sources. For extended objects (i.e. galaxies),
a better representation of its flux is derived from the fitting of a two-dimensional
model to the observed light distribution. Two models are fitted to the images of
galaxies in each band: first, a de Vaucouleurs profile I(r) = I0 × e−7.67(r/re)1/4
that describes the bulge galaxy component; and second, an exponential profile
I(r) = I0 × e−1.68(r/re) that fits the disk component (re is the half-light radius).
These are referred as de Vaucouleurs magnitudes and exponential magnitudes, re-
spectively. A third magnitude type, model magnitude, is derived from the best-fit
de Vaucouleurs or exponential profile in the r band, with the amplitude scaled to fit
the measurements in other filters. These magnitudes provide an unbiased estimator
of galaxy colors in the absence of intrinsic color gradients since the same aperture
is used in all passbands. Unless otherwise stated, model magnitudes are used in
this work. Finally, a correction for foreground Galactic extinction was applied to
all magnitudes following the dust extinction maps given by Schlegel et al. [1998].
A second instrument mounted in the SDSS telescope takes spectra of selected
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objects. It consists of a twin 640 fiber multi-object spectrograph set up to give
a spectral coverage from 3000A˚ to 9200A˚ at a resolution of λ/δλ ∼ 2000. The
imaging survey provides the targets selected for spectroscopy, which are arranged
in tiles of radius 1.49 deg in order to maximize the number of allocated targets. It
should be noted that due to mechanical constrains, the 3′′ diameter fibers cannot
be positioned closer that 55′′, so spectroscopic coverage of dense regions such as
clusters will be more incomplete. The vast majority of the spectra of galaxies and
quasars yield reliable redshifts, with failure rates in of ∼1%. Around 88% of the
targeted galaxies form the MAIN galaxy sample, with magnitudes 14.5 < r < 17.7
and typical redshifts in the range 0.02 < z < 0.2. The remaining 12% of targets
are allocated to luminous red galaxies, fainter than the main sample, but extending
out to z ∼ 0.38. These are described in detail by Eisenstein et al. [2001], but they
should not be confused with MegaZ LRGs, as they lie at different redshifts and are
selected by different criteria.
The SDSS data have been made available to the scientific community in a series
of cumulative yearly data releases (DR1, DR2, DR3, DR4, DR5, DR6 and DR7) that
include new data, as well as data from previous releases re-processed with improved
algorithms. This work uses data corresponding to the fourth Data Release (DR4),
obtained before July 2004.
2.2 The MegaZ-LRG Galaxy Catalogue
The MegaZ-LRG (Collister et al. 2007) is a photometric redshift catalogue based on
imaging data from the fourth Data Release (DR4) of the SDSS. It consists of ∼1.2
million Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) with limiting magnitude 17.5 < ideV < 20
over the redshift range 0.4 < z < 0.8. MegaZ adopts various color and magnitude
cuts to isolate red galaxies at 0.4 < z < 0.8. The cuts are very similar to those
adopted by the ‘2dF-SDSS LRG and Quasar’ project (2SLAQ; Cannon et al. 2006).
The specific color cuts are:
0.5 < g − r < 3 (2.1)
r − i < 2 (2.2)
cpar ≡ 0.7(g − r) + 1.2(r − i− 0.18) > 1.6 (2.3)
dperp ≡ (r − i)− (g − r)/8 > 0.5 (2.4)
A further cut in ifibre < 21.4 selects objects with sufficient flux to get enough
S/N in the spectrograph (see later in this section). Essentially, cpar isolates early-
type galaxies (LRGs), while dperp selects galaxies with redshifts z > 0.4. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.1, where the g − r vs r − i colors of 30000 randomly chosen
MegaZ targets are plotted. These criteria are extremely efficient in selecting a
homogeneous population of luminous red galaxies from the red sequence. More
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Figure 2.1 • Distribution of (de-reddened) g − r vs r − i colors of target galaxies, selected by
the MegaZ-LRG catalogue. The cpar = 1.6 (negative slope) and dperp = 0.5 (positive slope)
are indicated by dotted lines, which together with the plot limits, define color boundary criteria
for the selection of luminous red galaxies. To improve visibility, only a subsample of the total
catalogue is plotted.
than 95% of the targeted objects represent bona fide LRGs, while the remaining
5% are constituted mainly by M-type stars whose colors are very similar to those
of LRGs.
The 2SLAQ spectroscopic survey applies almost the same photometric selection,
but over a smaller 180 deg2 equatorial stripe, in order to pick LRG candidates
for follow-up spectroscopy. Figure 2.2 shows the spatial distribution of MegaZ
and 2SLAQ sources in the sky. Using the Two-degree Field instrument on the
3.9m Anglo-Australian Telescope, 2SLAQ acquired spectra and redshifts for ∼13000
LRGs with the same selection function as MegaZ. This motivates the constrain on
ifibre magnitudes of galaxies in the photometric catalogue.
Although only a small fraction of LRGs have spectroscopic redshifts measured
by 2SLAQ, accurate photometric redshifts are available for the entire LRG sam-
ple. These were derived using an neural network photometric redshift estimator
(ANNz, Collister and Lahav 2004). In general, photometric redshifts can be es-
timated from broadband photometry using two broad methodologies. The most
traditional method is the template matching technique, where a set of of template
spectral energy distributions (SED) derived from observations and/or population
synthesis models are fitted in a χ2 sense to galaxy magnitudes. The accuracy de-
pends on how well the templates are chosen in order to represent the diversity of
the target galaxy population. The second approach aims to derive a parameteri-
zation of the redshift as function of photometric quantities. This parameterization
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Figure 2.2 • Spatial distribution of luminous red galaxies in the celestial sphere. Red dots mark
the equatorial coordinates of MegaZ-LRG targets, while blue dots indicate targets selected by the
2SLAQ survey for spectroscopic follow-up observations (see text for details). The upper panel,
along with two lower panels, focus in the northern and southern galactic parts of the survey,
respectively. Celestial north points upward.
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Figure 2.3 • Spectroscopic redshift vs photometric redshift for the MegaZ sample, as calculated
with artificial neural networks trained with spectroscopic data taken from the 2SLAQ survey.
The mean and standard deviation, in bins of δz = 0.02 are indicated by the solid and dashed
lines, respectively.
can be either explicit, for example expressing the redshift as a polynomial function
of galaxy colors; or implicit, where the relation is not derived as a definite math-
ematical expression. One example of an implicit technique are neural networks.
An artificial neural network is a set of interconnected software nodes or neurons,
each one of which accepts an input, processes it, and feeds other nodes with partial
output until a final output is produced. The network acts like a highly non-linear
fitting function, mapping input ugriz magnitudes to an output estimate for the red-
shift, after being trained with a dataset where both input and output are known.
Naturally, the best results are obtained when training and target datasets share the
same selection effects, magnitudes, colors and redshifts. This is indeed the case for
2SLAQ and MegaZ.
Collister et al. 2007 used 2SLAQ to train a committee of four networks and
used them to estimate photometric redshifts for MegaZ LRGs. Figure 2.3 shows
the relation between spectroscopic and photometric redshifts. Over most of the
redshift range, the ANNz zphot is an unbiased estimator of zspec with an error of
σz = 0.032(1 + z). They also estimated the contribution to the error budget that
arises from noise in the photometry of faint objects. About σ = 0.02− 0.03 of the
total error, depending on the redshift, is due to variable photometric accuracy.
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Figure 2.4 • Stellar mass of galaxies as function of their probability parameter δsg as calculated
by artificial neural networks after being trained with 2SLAQ spectroscopic data. Values of δsg
close to 1 and 0 are typical of galaxies and stars, respectively. Red dots are for MegaZ-LRG
targets and blue dots are for 2SLAQ galaxies. A number of miss-identified galaxies with large
stellar masses are indeed stars, which are removed by setting δsg > 0.7.
Another issue already noted is that about 5% of MegaZ objects are expected to
be stars whose colors are almost indistinguishable from the real galaxy population.
Neural networks were again used to derive an enhanced star/galaxy separation. In
brief, ANNz was fed with de Vaucouleurs, exponential and model magnitudes, as
well as a mixture of PSF fluxes, axis ratios and likelihood parameters, to derive
for each object an output value δsg, interpreted as its probability to be a galaxy
or a star. δsg is a continuous variable that ranges from 0 (galaxy) to 1 (star), so a
tradeoff must be made in choosing the threshold that discriminates between the two
kinds of objects. If this value is set too low, stellar contamination persists, while if
the value is set too high, true LRGs are discarded. We chose a threshold of δsg > 0.7
that reduces the stellar contamination to ∼0.6%, discarding less than ∼0.8% of real
LRGs. Figure 2.4 shows the galaxy stellar mass as function of δsg (the estimation of
stellar masses is explained in Section 3.2). It can be appreciated that not applying
such a cut would introduce a population of miss-identified galaxies with high stellar
masses. Finally, it is worth to show where the remaining population of objects lies
in color-magnitude diagram. Figure 2.5 illustrates the color-magnitude diagram for
a random sample of SDSS Main galaxies and MegaZ targets. It can be readily
appreciated that the latter populate a very well defined red sequence of galaxies.
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Figure 2.5 • 2-D density histogram of g − r vs Mr, k-corrected to z=0.1, corresponding to
the SDSS DR4 Main galaxy sample plus the SDSS LRG sample (blue). The galaxies populate
mostly two well defined sequences: the blue cloud and the red sequence. Overlaid are the high
redshift MegaZ-LRG (red), forming an almost horizontal sequence that extends to much redder
colors.
2.3 The NVSS and FIRST Radio Catalogs
The NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998) is a radio continuum
survey at 1.4 GHz carried by the 27-antenna Very Large Array (VLA) located in
Socorro, New Mexico. It covers the whole sky at declinations δJ2000 > −40◦, pro-
viding total intensity (I) and polarization (Q,U) measurements down to a limiting
point source flux density of ∼ 2.5 mJy. The survey was carried out using the VLA in
compact D and DnC configurations, which provides an angular resolution of around
45′′ and nearly uniform sensitivity. The rms noise and confusion limit in the to-
tal intensity maps is σRMS ≈ 0.45 mJy beam−1 FWHM, except near very strong
sources or close the the Galactic Plane. Positional uncertainties in right ascention
(σα) and declination (σδ) of the centroids grow for weak sources, but for objects
brighter than the 3.5 mJy cutoff adopted in this work, these uncertainties are low
(σα ∼= σδ < 4′′).
A catalogue of ∼ 1.8 million point sources was derived by fitting elliptical gaus-
sians to the discrete peaks in the images. In some cases, extended radio sources
can be represented by multiple peaks. The catalogue lists peak flux densities and
best-fit sizes for all sources with flux Speak > 2 mJy beam
−1. The completeness of
the NVSS survey is around 50% at ∼ 2.5 mJy, but rises sharply to more than 99%
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at 3.5 mJy. All images, catalogs and software are available online1.
The VLA Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty Centimeters (FIRST; Becker et al.
1995) is a survey that covers 10000 deg2 of the Northern Galactic Cap, using the
VLA in its B configuration at 1.4 GHz. This delivers a resolution of ∼ 5′′ and a typ-
ical noise of σRMS ≈ 0.13 mJy, except in the vicinity of bright sources (> 100 mJy)
where sidelobe interference can lead to an increased noise level. The sky coverage
was chosen to overlap with most of the SDSS survey in the Northern Galactic Cap.
Radio structures down to a few arcsec are resolved in FIRST, which is a valuable
resource to match optical galaxies and radio sources.
As with the NVSS, a source catalogue including peak and integrated flux densities
and sizes was derived from fitting a two-dimensional Gaussian to each intensity peak
generated from the co-added images. Astrometric accuracy in this source catalogue
is better than 1′′ for the faintest sources detected at the nominal flux threshold of
1 mJy.
FIRST was carried out during the mid-nineties and represented a factor of 50
improvement in sensitivity compared to other high frequency surveys at that time.
Today, it still remains as the largest, most accurate wide-are survey available at 1.4
GHz. Reduced images and catalogs are available via the World Wide Web2.
2.4 Cross-matching Radio and Optical Data
Over the last years, the amount of data available at different wavelengths for astro-
nomical research has become so large, that it is relatively common to find optical,
X-ray, radio or infrared for a set objects of interest. The techniques to correlate
datasets across wavelength regimes have improved accordingly. The three impor-
tant criteria that should be satisfied by a successful algorithm are the following :
maximum completeness, minimal contamination and full automation. It is no longer
possible to examine objects one-by-one. Hence, considerable care needs to be taken
in choosing the various parameters that define whether observations in different
catalogs correspond to a single true object.
This is particularly important when we try to identify the optical counterparts
of radio sources. There are two reasons for this. First, radio sources often have
extended structures, with sizes from a few arcsec up to tens of arcmins, and therefore
in high angular resolution surveys, different components of the same source can
split into different sources. Second, low resolution surveys can detect these multiple
structures as a large, single component, but this makes it more difficult to reliably
associate them with optical galaxies, whose surface density can be quite high (around
180 sources/deg2 for MegaZ LRGs, but in the order of thousands per deg2 for normal
galaxies).
1http://www.cv.nrao.edu/nvss/
2http://sundog.stsci.edu/
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The NVSS was the first radio survey with sufficient angular resolution to al-
low automated cross-correlation with optical surveys (Machalski and Condon 1999;
Sadler et al. 2002). It has a resolution of 45′′, making it sensible to diffuse large-
scale emission. This beam size is large enough so that 99% of the radio sources
are contained within a single NVSS component. However, such a low resolution
results in an inevitably high percentage of missidentified objects, compromising the
reliability of the sample.
A much lower contamination rate can be attained by correlating with radio sur-
veys of higher resolution, such as FIRST, which has a resolution of 5′′. Ivezic´ et al.
[2002] constructed a sample matched to the SDSS with only 3% missclassified sources
for a matching radius of 1.5′′. FIRST is insensitive to very extended radio emission,
and in fact resolves out large, faint radio structures. In some cases, FIRST can even
miss the radio source completely. Nevertheless, as shown by Becker et al. [1995],
the most important effects are that FIRST fluxes of extended objects are slightly
underestimated, and that a single large source can be decomposed into multiple
components.
Magliocchetti et al. [1998] first addressed the problema of how to define a single
radio source from the multiple components listed by FIRST. They used a percolation
technique to merge all neighboring sources of comparable flux, with separations
below a linking length that varied as function of the total flux of the source. In this
way clusters of bright components are combined into a single source, while faint
sources remain as separate objects.
Best et al. [2005b] improved on this by using both NVSS and FIRST to carry
out the cross-matching. The FIRST and NVSS surveys are highly complementary
for identifying radio sources associated with nearby galaxies. NVSS provides the
sensitivity to large-scale radio structures required to detect all of the emission from
extended radio sources, while FIRST provides the high angular resolution required
to reliably identify the host galaxy.
In this work, I have followed and improved the techniques given by Best et al.
[2005b], and the reader is referred to their publication for a detailed explanation
of the methods. Here, I give a broad overview of the steps involved, the criteria
adopted, as well as the modifications that where implemented.
The following is a brief scheme of the cross-matching algorithm. Each stage is
explained in more depth in subsequent sections in this chapter.
1 | Sky Coverage Mask : exclude optical galaxies outside the area covered by the
FIRST survey.
Bright Source Mask : exclude galaxies close to very bright radio sources, as the
noise in NVSS image maps around such sources grows substantially. This is
important, but the total area excluded is small, around 8.3 deg2.
Redshift Cut : exclude galaxies with redshifts below z = 0.01, because such
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nearby galaxies appear very extended in the sky and their optical positions
are consequently uncertain. This cut only applies to the construction of the
low redshift DR4 comparison sample.
2 | NVSS Matching : the remaining galaxies are cross-correlated with NVSS sources.
Two sets of candidate objects are produced, those associated with a single
NVSS component, and those associated with multiple NVSS sources.
3 | Multi-NVSS Source Testing : candidates with multiple NVSS components are
investigated, tested against a set of criteria, and either accepted or rejected.
For accepted objects, the total radio source flux is the sum of the integrated flux
densities of the NVSS components. A few sources that present very complex
radio morphology are inspected visually.
4 | FIRST Matching : single NVSS sources are matched against FIRST objects.
Candidates are selected according the number of FIRST matches.
5 | Single FIRST Source Testing : single NVSS sources with one FIRST compo-
nent are tested and either accepted or rejected.
6 | Multi-FIRST Source Testing : if multiple FIRST components are found in the
vicinity of single NVSS sources, they are tested to determine if they satisfy
the criteria for single FIRST sources, or if they form a multi-component radio
source.
It should be noted that adopted flux densities are integrated quantities over the
source extension. For a resolved source with peak flux speak, major axis θM and
minor axis θm, the integrated flux is
sint = speak
(
θMθm
θbeam
)
(2.5)
Similar expressions for unresolved sources are given by Condon et al. [1998].
Any accepted source (single or multiple), has an adopted final flux equal to the
sum of component NVSS fluxes. FIRST is only used to validate the candidate
associations, and does not provide flux data.
Best et al. [2005b] considered radio sources above a flux limit of 5 mJy. The
major reason for this choice was to reduce any loss of sensitivity to multi-component
NVSS sources. The MegaZ radio sources are more distant and their angular sizes
are thus smaller, so there are fewer multi-component sources. In order to probe
fainter radio galaxies out to higher redshifts, a (total) flux limit of 3.5 mJy was
adopted. This value corresponds to approximately 7 times the noise level in the
typical NVSS maps.
The parameters and criteria for rejection or acceptance of the various kinds
of candidates were progressively refined in an empirical way using Monte-Carlo
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simulations. Ten random catalogs of sources distributed over a 720 deg2 contiguous
patch of the SDSS survey footprint, were constructed and then processed by the
same algorithm treating real data. We evaluate the efficiency of the methodology by
comparing how many associations are detected in the real dataset and how many
are detected in random datasets. The numbers quoted in the following sections
pertain to this test area.
2.4.1 Multi-component NVSS Sources
In order to find candidate multi-component NVSS sources, all NVSS detections
within a 3 arcmin distance from each optical galaxy were identified. This radius
smaller than the mean distance between NVSS sources (∼8 arcmin) and is also larger
than even the largest radio galaxies at z > 0.3. Candidates were tested according
to the number of NVSS sources as follows:
2.4.2 NVSS doubles
Candidate NVSS doubles can be either true double sources, or single NVSS sources
with a distant unrelated component. Figure 2.6 plots the offset of each pair member
with respect to the optical galaxy, for both real and random catalogs. The numbers
have been scaled to the same number of real sources). The two upper and lower
panels show the cases before and after cross-correlation with FIRST, respectively.
Note that subindices 1,2,3 refer to the first, second and third closest source from the
MegaZ-LRG, respect to which all offsets are measured. Flux densities are denoted
by S, FIRST as F and NVSS as N . Our procedure is as follows:
• offN1 < 15′′: reclassified as NVSS single candidates.
• 15′′ < offN1,N2 < 90′′: selected as candidate doubles if the flux-weighted mean
position is within 15′′ of the optical galaxy, and offN1 > min[15
′′, offN2 − 20′′].
These criteria are indicated by the solid lines in Figure 2.6. They enclose
the region where there is an excess of sources, compared to random, with
reasonably separated components and few spurious associations.
• Candidates are cross-matched with FIRST and classified according to:
⊲ Accepted doubles: if there is a FIRST component within 3′′
⊲ Accepted doubles: if (i) there are no FIRST components due to the flux
being resolved out, (ii) offN1,N2 < 60
′′, and (iii) the angle NVSS1-galaxy-
NVSS2 is >135 deg. This accounts for mildly bent radio sources.
⊲ Rejected doubles: if there are 63 FIRST sources with offF1,F2,F3 > 15
′′,
and with
∑
SFIRST > 0.5(SNVSS1 + SNVSS2)
⊲ Visual cases: remaining doubles are too difficult to classify automatically
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and therefore were inspected visually using NVSS, SDSS and FIRST im-
ages simultaneously.
2.4.3 NVSS Triples
Candidate NVSS triples could be a true triple association, or they could be a double
source plus an unassociated component. They are selected as possible triples if
• offN1,N2,N3 < 120′′
• One of the following conditions is fulfilled
⊲ for all three components the offset between the optical galaxy and the flux
weighted mean position is < 15′′
⊲ for the two furthest components the offset between the optical galaxy and
the flux weighted mean position is < 15′′. This rule accounts for double-
lobed objects plus a visible jet feature.
⊲ offN1 < 15
′′, offN2,N3 < 90
′′, and the angle NVSS2-NVSS1-NVSS3 is >135
deg. This selects double-lobed (possibly bent) galaxies, with a detected
core component.
Triples satisfying these constrains were matched with FIRST and classified as
• Accepted triples: if there is a FIRST source with off < 3′′
• Rejected triples: if there are 63 FIRST sources with offF1,F2,F3 > 15′′, and
with
∑
sFIRST > 0.5(SNVSS1 + SNVSS2 + SNVSS3)
• Visual cases: as for doubles, remaining triples were referred to visual analysis.
For the second and third nearest components of NVSS triples, Figure 2.7 plots the
offsets from the optical galaxy for both, real (left) and random (right) datasets.
Also for both cases, the candidates that were finally accepted, rejected (as triples),
marked as potential doubles, or deferred to visual inspection, are indicated by the
different symbols. As can be seen in the right panel, very few random matches are
selected as true sources.
2.4.4 NVSS Quadruples
Candidate objects with 4 or more NVSS components within 3 arcmin where in-
spected visually in all cases, as it would be too difficult to define an efficient set of
rules to accept or reject them automatically.
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Figure 2.6 • Positional offsets of the two NVSS component sources from the optical MegaZ
galaxy, for candidate double NVSS matches selected from real data sample (left) and from the
random catalogs (right). Upper panels show candidates selected on NVSS, and lower panels show
the results after cross-matching with the FIRST catalogue. Green diamonds mark the cases where
the flux-weighted mean position of the component pair lays within 15′′ of the optical source.
Also indicated are the candidates accepted as true double sources (red circles) or referred to
visual analysis (blue diamonds). Section 2.4.2 explains in detail the criteria to accept or reject
a source. They enclose a region (gray lines) where a large number of real candidate doubles are
found, but only a small number of false matches get accepted in the random samples.
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Figure 2.7 • Distribution of offsets from the optical galaxy, for the second and third furthest
NVSS components in triple source candidates. The left panel correspond to real candidate
matches, while the right panel is for a comparable number of positions in the random samples.
Objects finally accepted, rejected, marked as potential doubles, or deferred for visual inspection,
are indicated by the different symbols.
2.4.5 Single-component NVSS Sources
Having dealt with complex multi-component NVSS sources, the next step is to
analyze single NVSS objects. Most large radio sources are removed by the previous
procedure, so that most (but not all) remaining objects are expected to be no larger
than 15′′.
Figure 2.8 shows the distribution of positional offsets between the MegaZ-LRGs
and the NVSS source, for this population. There is a clear excess of galaxies,
compared to random matches, for separations less than ∼10-15′′, but the excess
remains significant out to ∼70 ′′. A significant part of the effect at larger angular
separations is because galaxies are intrinsically clustered, while random samples are
not (see Section 2.5 for a quantitative estimation of this effect). However, some part
of the excess may consist of true associations between LRGs and extended NVSS
sources. The subsequent FIRST cross-matching helps in pinpointing such cases.
Best et al. [2005b] carried out this cross-matching for all optical galaxies with a
single NVSS match within 30′′. In this work, the limit is increased to 60′′. Tests
with random catalogs show that this identifies an extra 37 (2.8%) genuine radio
galaxies at a cost of 0.8 false matches, i.e. a decrease of only ∼0.01% in reliability.
As before, by including information from the FIRST data, incompleteness can be
lowered. Thus, all MegaZ galaxies with a single NVSS match were cross-correlated
with the FIRST catalogue.
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Figure 2.8 • Distribution of offsets between the MegaZ-LRG galaxies and the closest NVSS
source (solid line) and the corresponding offsets distribution derived from the random samples
(gray dashed line). Most true matches clearly stand out at offsets less than 15 arcsec, but the
excess remains significant out to separations of ∼70 arcsec. However, at these large separations
this is mostly the result of the galaxy clustering.
2.4.6 NVSS Sources with 1 FIRST Match
Figure 2.9 plots the distribution of offsets between the FIRST component and the
optical galaxy, for single NVSS sources with a single FIRST match within 30′′.
It can be seen that there is a clear excess of sources in the real dataset, at all
separations compared to random samples. As noted before, at large scales this is
mostly the result of the clustering of radio galaxies, but at small distances the peak
corresponding to true associations stands clearly above the random matches. Up
to a separation of 3′′, the contamination by missidentified sources is well below
∼1%, so all candidates with offsets below this threshold were considered as true
matches. Although the number of random detections with separations greater than
3′′ rises sharply, just discarding all candidates above 3′′ is not an option, as it
would dramatically affect the sample completeness. Therefore, the selection criteria
we adopt to accept real FIRST matches exploits also the geometrical information
about the components in question as follows:
• offF1 < 3′′: classified as single NVSS, single FIRST source.
• 3′′ < offF1 < 10′′: classified as single NVSS, single FIRST source if
⊲ angle[axis, offset] < 30 deg: the angle between the source major axis and
the offset vector pointing to the optical galaxy is < 30 deg.
⊲ offF1 < 0.75 × Dproj: the projected size of the source major axis along
the offset direction, Dproj, is a comparable fraction of the offset length.
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Figure 2.9 • For galaxies with single NVSS source and a single FIRST match, this plot shows the
distribution of MegaZ-FIRST offsets, for real data (solid line) and for random datasets (dashed
gray line). The excess of true sources, compared to random, remains remains significant over
all separations, but it is likely to be the result of galaxy clustering at large scales. Most true
associations are expected to have offsets below 10-15′′.
This selects sources that are extended along the direction defined by the
optical and radio positions. Figure 2.10 plots the projected major axis
length of the candidates as function of the MegaZ-FIRST offset, for real
objects and for a comparable number of random objects. The selection
rule is illustrated by the solid lines, and the diamonds mark the final
accepted sources. Clearly, a large number of extended sources above 3′′
are recovered, at the expense of very few false matches.
2.4.7 NVSS Sources with 2 FIRST Matches
The cases where a single NVSS source was matched to 2 FIRST components are
naturally more complex. McMahon et al. [2002] analyzed in depth the properties
of FIRST sources matched with optical galaxy catalogs, and found that genuine
FIRST double sources could be identified by requiring: (i) the two sources to have
comparable flux densities, (ii) the flux-weighted mean position of both components
to be close to the optical galaxy, (iii) the sizes of the two sources to be comparable,
meaning both are probably radio lobes. Based on this results, we adopted the
following procedure:
• offF1 < 3′′: accepted as NVSS singles with 2 FIRST components. As the
nearest source is very close the optical galaxy, it can be interpreted as the core
of of a core-jet source.
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Figure 2.10 • For single NVSS, single FIRST sources, this plot shows the FIRST major axis size
projected in the direction to the the optical galaxy, as function of its separation. Left panel is for
real candidates, and the right panel is for a comparable number of random positions. The gray
lines enclose the region where there is an excess of possible true matches, compared to random.
Such excess is clear for offF1 < 3
′′, but also for the range 3′′ < offF1 < 10
′′ and when the offset
is less than 0.75 times the projected axis length. Red circles mark the objects finally accepted
(i.e. those oriented within 30 deg from the offset vector, see Section 2.4.6).
• D1D2 × S1S2 × 〈offF1,F2〉fw < 5: accepted as valid doubles if the ratio of the source
sizes (d), multiplied by the ratio of the source flux densities (s), multiplied by
the offset of the flux-weighted mean position, is less than 5. These rules identify
most double-lobed extended radio sources with undetected cores. Figure 2.11
plots the offsets of the two components, and shows that very few objects pass
these criteria in the Monte-Carlo simulations, while a large number of sources
are recovered from the real data.
2.4.8 NVSS Sources with 3 and more FIRST Matches
The rules to select NVSS matches with 3 FIRST components are similar to the ones
for double sources:
• offF1 < 3′′: accepted as triple FIRST source.
• 〈offF1,F2,F3〉fw < 3′′: accepted as a triple source if the angle formed by three
components is >135 deg, i.e. the triplet has a straight line configuration.
• pair rule: if any of the three possible component pairs meets the selection
criteria for double FIRST sources, the candidate is accepted as a valid triple.
The cases of galaxies having 4 or more FIRST components can not be treated
automatically without introducing more complex techniques, as we would then have
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Figure 2.11 • For single NVSS, double FIRST candidates, this plot shows the distribution of
offsets between the two FIRST components and the optical Mega-Z galaxy. The left panel is
for real candidates, while the right panel is for the same number of random matches. Accepted
doubles are denoted by red circles. The exact criteria to accept or reject double sources is
explained in detail in Section 2.4.7.
to start to describe the details of particular radio morphologies. Nevertheless, all
objects in this category were tested by considering the closest components to the
optical galaxy and testing them against the rules for triple, double and single sources.
As before, rejected cases were not discarded, but sent to visual analysis.
2.4.9 Improved matching of sources without FIRST counterparts
Because the NVSS radio sources reach a fainter limit than those studied by Best et al.
[2005b], more objects with no nearby FIRST match were found (8% compared to
5%). Most of these are likely to be extended sources missed by the low surface bright-
ness sensitivity of FIRST. A small fraction may be variable radio sources whose flux
density has changed between observations. To be retained in the catalogue, these
objects are required to be associated with an optical counterpart.
As discussed before, the high resolution of the FIRST survey is essential to allow
reliable cross-matching with dense optical samples. The NVSS sources without
FIRST counterparts are the largest source of incompleteness in the final sample.
However, blindly accepting all LRG candidates out to a separation of 20′′ from the
NVSS source introduces an average of 42.2 false detections in our random samples,
reducing the reliability of the catalogue to 79%. Figure 2.12 plots the distribution of
NVSS-MegaZ offsets in real and random data, for single NVSS candidates without
FIRST matches. At large separations the excess caused by galaxy clustering is
dominant, while random matches increase steadily with increasing separation. At
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Figure 2.12 • Distribution of offsets between MegaZ-LRG galaxies and NVSS candidates for
sources that have no match in the FIRST catalogue. Results are shown for real (solid line) and
random (gray dashed line) samples. Matches with separations larger than ∼ 15′′ are mostly the
result of galaxy clustering, so most real sources are expected to lay below this threshold.
intermediate scales, there are still a number of objects that could in principle be
recovered, provided the contamination can be controlled.
A careful inspection of FIRST images (along with NVSS and SDSS cutouts)
around the positions of these objects revealed that in many cases there were bright
spots near or slightly below the survey flux limit, that were clearly associated with
a MegaZ galaxy. We have developed a method to use this extra information in
order to increase the number of matches. Figure 2.13 shows FIRST cutouts of
typical objects with no cataloged FIRST source, but with a nearby NVSS-MegaZ
association. In many cases one or more bright “spots” matching the NVSS source
and MegaZ galaxy can be seen, while in some cases two well-defined symmetric
radio lobes centered around the optical galaxy are evident.
We took advantage of this additional information in deciding whether candidates
should be accepted as true FIRST matches. For galaxies within 10′′ of the NVSS
source we accepted all matches. In the test area, this provided 96 associations
of which 9.9 are expected to be false (i.e. 10.3% contamination). For galaxies
with offsets between 10 and 15′′, we accepted matches according to the following
procedure:
1 | The FIRST image was segmented using an initial threshold of 3σrms(α, δ),
where σrms(α, δ) is the local rms noise in the map. This provided a number of
seed spots whose centroids were refined using the intensity-weighted moments
in both directions.
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Figure 2.13 • FIRST cutouts around sources without FIRST counterparts. The dashed circle
marks the NVSS source position and size, while the plus sign indicates the MegaZ optical galaxy
location. The small circles mark the detected spots. Top three panels are examples of accepted
matches, while bottom panels are examples of rejected cases. A boxcar sliding average filter has
been applied to enhance the visibility.
2 | A brightness profile was derived for each spot and both the half light radius
and the flux inside this radius were determined.
3 | Any bright spot with a mean flux density greater than 0.4 mJy and within 5′′
of the optical counterpart was considered to be a valid spot. These sources
were accepted unless there were more than 4 bright spots inside a circle of 30′′,
in which case the match was rejected because it is then difficult to associate
the source with a single MegaZ galaxy. Visual inspection of SDSS images
confirmed this behavior.
To test this ’spot matching’ technique we repeated the same procedure for candi-
dates without FIRST components in the random samples. This constitutes a robust
check, since we are in effect looking at random locations in the sky, so we can assess
how probable it is to find a spot pattern by chance. In the sky test area, this proce-
dure identified 13 additional FIRST for sources with NVSS-MegaZ offsets between
10 and 15′′, at the cost of introducing only 2.4 false detections. This increases the
overall completeness of the sample, for little cost in reliability. Our tests indicate
that it is not possible to extract more matches beyond a ∼15′′ offset with reasonable
confidence.
2.4.10 Repeated Matches and Visual Classification
A fraction of the candidate sources (1093 objects, or 7.5% of the sample) with
multiple NVSS or FIRST components were flagged as being too unreliable to classify
by automated means. These were classified visually by simultaneous examination
of SDSS, NVSS and FIRST images. Of these, 221 were accepted as genuine sources.
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After running the procedures described above, the resulting catalogue was checked
for the presence of two of more optical galaxies associated with the same radio
source. This happened, for example, when two close radio sources appear merged
together in NVSS due to its low angular resolution. In this case, the (NVSS) flux
density was divided between the two galaxies according to the ratio of their FIRST
flux densities. If the resulting flux density was greater than 3.5 mJy the source was
retained. A total of 560 cases where visually examined to ensure that no NVSS
source was linked to two different MegaZ-LRG galaxies.
Altogether, 564 positive matches (3.9%) result from the complete visual classifi-
cation process.
2.5 Reliability, Completeness and Final Catalogue
Table 2.1 lists the number of accepted radio matches for different classes of radio
sources found in the sky test area. Results are provided for both real and random
samples, as well as reliability estimates. Note that even though this sample is much
deeper and more than five times larger than the one of Best et al. [2005b], we were
able to compile a catalogue with comparable reliability (∼98.3%).
Because the true number of radio sources is unknown, the completeness is more
difficult to estimate than reliability. Nevertheless, a reasonable estimate of the
completeness can be obtained by considering the MegaZ-LRGs that have an NVSS
source within a distance of 15′′. These can be assumed to be a mixture of true
matches, random alignments from sources at different redshifts, and a contribution
from sources that are associated with other galaxies which just happen, through
clustering, to be close to the target galaxy. By using the Monte-Carlo simulations
in the sky test area to estimate the latter two contributions, we can estimate the
number of true matches and hence the completeness.
In the sky test area there are 1765 MegaZ-LRGs with an NVSS source within a
distance of 15′′. In comparison, there are an average of 225 sources within the same
distance to the galaxies in the random catalogs. Determining the contribution from
clustered galaxies galaxies is more complicated. This was attempted in two ways.
First, we selected all NVSS-SDSS candidates with a single FIRST component
within 15 arsec, but which were rejected by the matching algorithm. We then
searched for other optical MegaZ galaxies in a 3′′ region around these FIRST radio
positions (a standard search radius for FIRST matching, e.g. Obric´ et al. 2006).
From a total of 359 LRGs, 40 (11.1%) had a nearby LRG with an associated FIRST
source. The corresponding fraction in the random sample was 0%. This means
11.1% of the 1765 sources (∼200) within 15′′ are due to clustering.
To check this result, we estimated the excess number of LRG-LRG pairs over
random by integrating the angular correlation function w(θ) given by Ross et al.
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[2007] for the 2SLAQ catalogue out to 15′′. This yielded value of 1.66, i.e. ∼ 150
extra sources due to clustering. These two values are in rough agreement; the fact
that the first method gives a slightly larger number can be explained by the fact that
radio galaxies are in general more massive than the underlying LRG population, so
we would expect them to be more strongly clustered. This is demonstrated in detail
in Chapter 4. For our final completeness estimate, we assume that 180 sources are
due to clustering.
The expected number of true matches is then estimated as 1765 − 225 − 180 =
1360. Our matching procedure detects 1309 objects, of which 21.7 are predicted to
be false detections. The completeness can therefore be estimated as 100∗(detected−
false)/expected or 100 ∗ (1309 − 21.7)/1360 ≈ 95%. This value is comparable to
that obtained by Best et al. [2005b], for a much lower redshift sample. It should be
noted that this completeness estimate applies only to the MegaZ-LRG sample and
does not take into account missing radio-loud QSOs or radio galaxies that do not
pass the MegaZ-LRG color cuts. 3
Table 2.2 lists the final number of radio galaxies found in the MegaZ-LRG sample
and included in the catalogue. This catalogue is by far the largest sample of radio
galaxies of its kind. Out of a total of 14553 sources, the majority (78.6%) have
single counterparts in both FIRST and NVSS, and a significant fraction (11.5%)
are resolved by FIRST into multiple components. Only 253 (1.7%) sources have
multiple NVSS counterparts, to be compared with the 6.2% found by Best et al.
[2005b]. This is again expected, because the radio galaxies lie at larger distances.
Finally, it is important to note that M-type stars with similar colors as those of
faint LRGs were removed when compiling the radio galaxy catalogue, as explained
in section 2.2. To give a visual impression of the different kind of objects detected
by the procedure, Figures 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 show radio and optical images of
typical multiple FIRST, multiple NVSS and single NVSS/FIRST radio sources.
They demonstrate how important is FIRST to correctly associate the optical galaxy,
and why NVSS is needed to capture the flux of giant radio structures.
2.6 The Local Radio Galaxy Comparison Sample
In the following chapters, most results obtained for the MegaZ-LRG catalogue of
radio AGN will be compared to those obtained for galaxies selected from the main
spectroscopic galaxy sample of SDSS DR4.
These two datasets are comparable as they are selected essentially by the same
set of procedures. They have redshifts in the range 0.01 < z < 0.30, with a mean
3A preliminary comparison with a complete spectroscopic catalogue at similar redshifts indicates that ∼
20% of all galaxies with M∗ > 1011 M⊙ are too blue to fall within the MegaZ-LRG color boundaries. Since
radio AGN are biased towards the higher mass galaxies, the corresponding percentage should be smaller for
this population.
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Table 2.1 • Numbers of different classes of accepted MegaZ-LRG radio galaxies, as well as the
corresponding numbers found in the random samples. The numbers are for a 720 deg2 patch of
the total survey area. Values in parentheses indicate the number of sources accepted using the
spot-matching technique (see section 2.4.9).
NVSS type FIRST type MegaZ Random Reliability(%)
NVSS single 0 comp. 109(13) 12.3(2.4) 88.7
NVSS single 1 comp. 1068 7.8 99.3
NVSS single 2 comp. 88 1.2 98.7
NVSS single 3 comp. 38 0.3 99.2
NVSS single 4+ comp. 6 0.1 98.3
NVSS mult. 24 0.8 96.7
Total 1333 22.5 98.3
Table 2.2 • Total number of MegaZ-LRG radio galaxies with 1.4 GHz flux above 3.5 mJy in
the different classes.
NVSS type FIRST type MegaZ
NVSS single 0 comp. 1176
NVSS single 1 comp. 11445
NVSS single >1 comp. 1679
NVSS mult. 253
Total 14453
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Figure 2.14 • NVSS (left), FIRST(center) and SDSS(right) cutouts around radio sources with
multiple FIRST counterparts. The optical galaxy position is marked by the green (g) plus symbol
and the FIRST components are indicated by the successive (0,1,2,...) red squares. NVSS sources
are shown in blue. The large green square measures 80x80 arcsec and corresponds to the field
of view of the optical image.
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Figure 2.15 • Continuation of Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.16 • NVSS (left), FIRST(center) and SDSS(right) cutouts around radio sources with
multiple NVSS counterparts (upper two rows), and single NVSS/FIRST matches (lower two
rows). The optical galaxy position is marked by the green (g) plus symbol and the FIRST
components are indicated by the successive (0,1,2,...) red squares. NVSS sources are shown in
blue. The large green square measures 80x80 arcsec and corresponds to the field of view of the
optical image.
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redshift of 〈z〉 ∼ 0.14. This sample represents an extension to the fourth Data
Release of the original DR2 radio-matched catalogue by Best et al. [2005b]. This
sample is composed of two populations of radio-emitting galaxies: the radio-loud
AGNs that dominate at high radio powers, and the star forming galaxies, which
are usually much fainter. The radio emission of the latter is mostly the result of
the synchrotron emission of particles accelerated in supernova shocks, so they are
associated with star formation activity. To investigate the radio AGN phenomena
alone it is necessary to discriminate between these two populations.
Normal star-forming galaxies and AGN are often separated using optical emission-
line properties, as they occupy different regions in the BPT (Baldwin et al. 1981) di-
agnostic diagram of NII/H-α vs OIII/H-β. However, as pointed by Kauffmann et al.
[2003a], a significant fraction of emission-line selected AGN also have associated star
formation. This means that using emission-line ratios to separate radio-loud AGN
is not ideal, as radio-quiet AGN could be mistaken as radio-loud due to the emis-
sion associated with star formation processes. In addition, this would limit the
classification to galaxies with well measured optical spectral lines.
Best et al. [2005b] proposed a radio AGN/SF division based on the location of
galaxies in the L1.4GHz/M
∗ vs D4000 plane. They adopted a 3 Gyr exponential star
formation track derived from Bruzual and Charlot [2003] stellar population models
to discriminate between the two populations. This methodology is shown in Figure
2.17, as applied the DR4 low redshift sample. The left panel shows the location
of the galaxies in the L1.4GHz/M
∗ – D4000 plane (restricted to 0.03 < z < 0.1 for
the plot). Star-forming galaxies lie below the exponentially decaying star formation
curve (dashed line), while true radio-loud AGN lie above it, at higher D4000 or
stellar ages. The right panel shows the location of radio-emitting galaxies in the
BPT diagram. The colors indicate the different classifications of objects according
to their position in the BPT plane. Together, these plots demonstrate the reliability
of the AGN-starburst separation for radio galaxies, which is estimated to be accurate
by about61%. For more details about the methodology we refer to Kauffmann et al.
[2003a] and Best et al. [2005b]. Finally, it is worth to recall that in our sample
of high redshift radio galaxies it is not necessary to apply this separation, as it
is composed of very luminous radio sources (> 1024 W hz−1) which can only be
powered by the central AGN.
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Figure 2.17 • AGN-starburst separation for radio galaxies in the SDSS DR4 sample. The left
panel shows the L1.4GHz/M
∗ vs D4000 plane, divided by the 3 Gyr exponentially decaying
star formation track derived from Bruzual and Charlot [2003] stellar population synthesis models
(dashed line). Objects below the curve are mostly star-forming galaxies (small dots), and objects
laying above it are radio AGN (circles). Colors indicate the classification of galaxies in the BPT
plane. To improve the visibility, the plot is restricted to 0.03 < z < 0.1.
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3
Evolution of Radio-Loud Active
Galactic Nuclei
In this chapter I will turn to the study of the evolution of radio galaxies, exploiting the large
samples of radio AGN constructed in the previous chapter. By using uniform methodologies
and algorithms, it is fair to compare low redshift radio AGN selected from SDSS DR4 with
their high redshift counterparts drawn from the MegaZ-LRG sample.
I begin by describing the techniques used to derive (k+e)-corrections and stellar masses for
each galaxy, based on fits to broad-band photometry, as well as the tests performed to check
those estimates. Then, I present a new determination of the radio luminosity function, which
is the main tool to study the evolution of (radio) galaxies. This constrains the overall statistics
of the radio AGN population.
Then I proceed to calculate the probability for a galaxy to become a radio-loud AGN, as
function of its stellar mass and radio power. By comparing estimates in the high and low
redshift datasets, I trace how this relation changes as function of cosmic time. To get further
insight into these relations, I also estimated the bivariate radio luminosity-mass function,
which gives the probability that a galaxy in a given stellar mass range hosts an AGN with
radio power above a certain value. This is an effective way to combine the information of the
radio luminosity function and of the radio-loud AGN fractions in a single diagram, to pinpoint
in which galaxies does most of the evolution takes place. This complements the analysis of
the properties of galaxies that host radio AGNs.
Finally, I address the issue of systematic biases that might affect the results. These biases
come from photometric redshift errors and errors on the photometry of distant LRGs measured
by SDSS, potentially altering the derived luminosities and stellar masses. By convolving low
redshift samples with typical errors of high redshift LRGs, I estimate that such biases, while
present, do not significantly affect the results.
The contents of this chapter were published as Donoso, Best and Kauffmann, 2009, MNRAS,
392, 617.
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3.1 Introduction
Ever since the first studies of Longair [1966], it has been widely accepted that evo-
lution is required to explain the radio source counts. Strong cosmological evolution
of the high luminosity radio source population has been established out to at least
z = 2 − 3 (e.g. Dunlop and Peacock 1990), with the space-densities of the most
powerful radio sources increasing by a factor ∼ 103 relative to their densities at
z ∼ 0. However, the evolution of the low-luminosity radio galaxy population re-
mained more uncertain. Clewley and Jarvis [2004] found that the low luminosity
population of radio sources with L325MHz < 10
25 W Hz−1 sr−1 exhibits no evolution
out to z ∼ 0.8. In contrast, Brown et al. [2001] found significant cosmic evolution
out to z ∼ 0.55, which they modelled using a pure luminosity evolution model as
P (z) = P (0)(1+z)kL , with 3 < kL < 5. More recently, similar results were obtained
by Sadler et al. [2007], who analyzed radio galaxies in the ‘2dF-SDSS Luminous Red
Galaxy and Quasar’ (2SLAQ) survey (Cannon et al. 2006). They found that the
number density of radio sources below P1.4GHz = 10
26 W Hz−1 grows by a factor of
∼ 2 between z = 0 and z = 0.55. These results confirm that the cosmic evolution
of low power radio sources is considerably weaker than that of their higher radio
power counterparts. However, because of the relatively small sizes of samples, none
of these studies was able to accurately constrain the luminosity dependence of the
evolution.
Over the same period, our physical understanding of radio galaxies has developed
steadily. Fanaroff and Riley [1974] showed that radio galaxies exhibit a dichotomy
in radio morphology. Low radio luminosity sources are usually ‘edge-darkened’, with
radio jets that quickly decelerate and flare as they advance through the interstellar
medium (Fanaroff-Riley class I sources, or FRIs). In contrast, most higher luminos-
ity sources have jets that remain relativistic over kpc and up to Mpc scales, ending
in bright hotspots (‘edge-brightened’ sources, or FRIIs). The dividing line between
FRIs and FRIIs occurs around a monochromatic power of P1.4GHz ∼1025 W Hz−1,
although Ledlow and Owen [1996] showed that it occurs at higher radio luminosity
in more optically-luminous galaxies. This division is close to the break in the radio
luminosity function, and has led to the hypothesis these two populations of radio
galaxies correspond to the different populations of cosmologically-evolving sources,
FRIIs being strongly evolving and FRIs much less so (e.g. Jackson and Wall 1999).
A more important division in the radio source population, however, appears to
relate to the radiative properties of the AGN. Powerful FRIIs and a small subset
of the more powerful FRIs (e.g. see Heywood et al. 2007) show strong emission
lines and either a visible or hidden quasar-like nucleus (Barthel 1989), indicative of
radiatively efficient accretion. In contrast, most FRIs and a sub-population of weak-
emission-lined low luminosity FRIIs show no evidence for a powerfully radiating
nucleus (see Hardcastle et al. 2007 and references therein) suggesting radiatively
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inefficient accretion. This implies that a fundamental difference exists between high
and low power radio sources that is distinct from the radio morphological dichotomy.
Instead, it is likely to be related to different origins or mechanisms of gas fueling.
Understanding this low luminosity radio source population, and its cosmic evolu-
tion, is not only important for understanding the physical origin of the radio activity,
but also for understanding galaxy evolution. There is growing evidence that low-
luminosity radio-loud AGN play a critical role in regulating the masses and star
formation rates of galaxies. Semi-analytic models of galaxy formation (for exam-
ple see White and Frenk 1991 and Cole et al. 2000) successfully reproduce many
of the the observed properties of galaxies. However, these models over-predict the
abundance of galaxies at the bright end of the luminosity function. This problem
arises because many massive galaxies are predicted to sit at the center of hot hy-
drostatic halos, in which cooling flows are expected to develop. If the gas cools and
forms stars, central group and cluster galaxies are too massive by the present day
and have much bluer colors than observed. Tabor and Binney [1993] first suggested
that radio galaxies could in principle regulate these cooling flows, preventing sig-
nificant accretion of gas and limiting the mass of galaxies. This concept of AGN
feedback has now been successfully incorporated into the semi-analytic models of
Bower et al. [2006] and Croton et al. [2006].
Observational support for a scenario in which radio AGN play an important
role in regulating the growth of massive galaxies has slowly been accumulating.
Both luminous FRII and low power FRI sources can in principle inject a significant
amount of energy into the surrounding gas, as their radio lobes expand and interact
with the surrounding medium (∼ 1042 ergs−1 for the jets of a borderline FRI/FRII
object, see Bicknell 1995). This has been directly observed in clusters of galaxies,
where the expanding radio lobes create buoyant bubbles and drill cavities in the hot
intracluster medium (Boehringer et al. 1993; McNamara et al. 2000; Fabian et al.
2003). In nearby systems, which can be studied in detail, the energy supplied
by the radio source is well-matched to that required to balance the cooling (e.g.
Fabian et al. 2003).
With the availability of large redshifts surveys like the 2-degree-Field Galaxy
Redshift Survey (2dFGRS, Colless et al. 2001) and the SDSS it has become possible
to obtain the sky and redshift coverage needed to define sufficiently large samples of
nearby radio sources to study population statistics and global energetics. Best et al.
[2005b] constructed a sample of 2215 radio-loud AGN brighter than 5 mJy with
redshifts 0.03 < z < 0.3 using the SDSS Data Release 2 (DR2) in combination with
the Very Large Array NVSS and FIRST surveys. Best et al. [2005a] found that the
fraction of radio-loud AGN, fRL, is a strong function of black hole and stellar mass,
with dependencies fRL ∝ M2.5∗ and fRL ∝ M1.6BH . Twenty-five percent of the most
massive galaxies (with M∗ ∼ 1011.7 M⊙) host radio sources more powerful than
1023 W Hz−1. By combining these results with estimates of the energetic output of
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these sources, Best et al. [2006] showed that the time-averaged mechanical energy
output of radio sources in elliptical galaxies is comparable to the radiative cooling
losses from the hot halo gas, for ellipticals of all masses. Radio sources can therefore
provide sufficient energy to suppress cooling flows and regulate the growth of massive
galaxies in the nearby Universe.
The role of powerful (radiatively-efficient) FRII objects could not be addressed by
Best et al. due to the scarcity of such systems in the low redshift catalogue. Another
open question is how the heating-cooling balance in massive galaxies evolves with
redshift. In order to address these issues, we require a large radio galaxy sample at
higher redshifts. By comparing with a sample of local radio sources selected from
SDSS DR4 with a very similar algorithm, we aim to study not only of the evolution
of the radio galaxies, but also the evolution of the duty cycle of radio AGN activity
in galaxies as a function of their stellar mass.
3.2 Stellar Masses and (K+e)-corrections
One of the most important observables in understanding galaxy formation and evo-
lution is the stellar mass content in galaxies. It is a sensitive tracer of the physical
processes governing the evolution of the baryonic matter, and provides information
on the coupling between the galaxy growth as dark matter halos collapse and merge.
The stellar content in galaxies is regulated by a multitude of factors, e.g. intrinsic
star formation within galactic disks, accretion of nearby satellites, close encounters,
and merging of galaxies. Many physical processes combine to determine the mass
assembly of galaxies.
However, the stellar mass of a galaxy is relatively difficult quantity to measure.
Mass estimates based on direct measures of the dynamics of systems, like the stellar
velocity dispersion, are available only for some objects at relatively high observa-
tional cost. They measure the total mass of the systems, usually requiring adequate
models to account for the contributions of dark matter and gas.
The alternative is to convert the luminosity of a galaxy into a stellar mass by
means of a model of its stellar population, derived either from photometry or spec-
troscopy, that predicts a mass-to-light ratio (M/L) in a certain wavelength band.
Near-infrared luminosities of galaxies are thought to be ideal for this approach, as
the derivedM/L varies only by a factor of ∼2 for a wide range of star formation his-
tories (e.g., Bell and de Jong 2001). But again, IR data is available only for limited
areas of the sky.
Measuring the stellar masses of galaxies in the local universe by modeling their
stellar populations has been successfully attempted using newly available wide-area
galaxy surveys. Kauffmann et al. [2003b] used spectroscopic data from the SDSS
to derive accurate stellar masses of galaxies. At z ∼ 0, Bell et al. 2003 used the
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Figure 3.1 • Comparison for DR4 data of mass estimates based on fits to the photometry and on
fits to spectral indices. The x-axis shows the stellar mass from Kauffmann et al. [2003b], derived
from spectral data. The y-axis shows the median difference between that estimate and the one
obtained from fitting to total magnitudes (red), and to fiber magnitudes scaled to total (blue).
Dotted lines show the 1 sigma variation. In general, both estimates are in good agreement.
Adapted from http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/Data/stellarmass.html .
concentration and colors of galaxies derived from SDSS to classify galaxies as early
or late type and derived separate mass functions for each class, demonstrating that
early types dominate at higher masses. Baldry et al. [2004] found similar results,
but used the bimodal color distribution to separate early from late-type populations.
To derive stellar masses for each galaxy, we used the kcorrect algorithm
(Blanton and Roweis 2007), which finds the non-negative linear combination of spec-
tral templates that best matches the flux measurements of each galaxy in a χ2 sense.
These templates are based on a set of Bruzual and Charlot [2003] synthetic stellar
population models that span a wide range of star formation histories, metallicities
and dust extinctions, so they can be used to estimate the mass-to-light ratio of a
galaxy. This method yields stellar masses that differ by less than 0.1 dex on average
from estimates given by other techniques, for example the method using the 4000A˚
break strength and Hδ absorption proposed by Kauffmann et al. 2003b. Figure
3.1 illustrates this point, showing a comparison of two different mass estimates for
SDSS DR4 data: one derived from fits to the broad-band photometry, and the other
derived from the spectral indices of galaxies.
In order to compare radio galaxies at different redshifts in a fair way, we need
to compute the volume over which the MegaZ sources are visible, given the mag-
nitude and color cuts of the survey as well as the 3.5 mJy radio flux limit. In
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Figure 3.2 • Mass function for galaxies in the MegaZ-LRG (solid red line) and the DR4 sample
(dashed blue line). There is no significant evolution in mass between the two redshift intervals
of the samples.
this work we generated (K + e)-corrections using a library of Bruzual and Charlot
[2003] evolutionary stellar population synthesis models. LRGs constitute a nearly
homogeneous population of old, red, early-type galaxies with spectral energy dis-
tributions that are reasonably well described by a single stellar population (SSP)
model that forms all its stars in an instantaneous burst at high redshifts (we choose
z = 9.84) and then passively evolves (Wake et al. 2006). We use these models to
compute K-corrections, which account for the redshifting of the spectra through
the different rest-frame bandpasses, and e-corrections, which account for the in-
trinsic evolution in the spectral energy distribution of galaxies because stars are
younger at higher redshifts. With these corrections in hand, we are able to predict
the u, g, r, i, z magnitudes as well as the radio luminosities of each MegaZ LRG as
function of redshift, which then allows us to determine the precise minimum (zmin)
and maximum (zmax) redshift that a particular object enters and then leaves the
radio-optical sample. The weight for each i-th galaxy is then 1/Vmax,i, where Vmax,i
is the integral of the comoving volume between zmin,i and zmax,i, calculated as
Vmax,i = Ω
c
H0
∫ zmax,i
zmin,i
dVc
dz
dz (3.1)
where Ω is the survey area in sterads, zmin,i = z
optical
min,i , and zmax,i = min[z
optical
max,i , z
radio
max,i].
As a check, we have computed the stellar mass function and the luminosity
function of the LRGs in the MegaZ catalogue, and we compare our results with
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Figure 3.3 • Luminosity function for galaxies in the MegaZ-LRG (solid red line) and the DR4
sample (dashed blue line). Luminosities in the r band are (k + e)-corrected to z = 0.1 as
explained in Section 3.2 There is very little change in the comoving space density of the two
samples.
analog estimates derived for low redshift galaxies drawn from SDSS DR4. These
are shown in Figure 3.2 and in Figure 3.3. The MegaZ-LRG sample probes the high
mass end of the stellar mass function, spanning a range in stellar mass from 1011 to
1012.2M⊙. Over this range in mass, there is essentially no evolution in the stellar
mass function out to z ∼ 0.55. This is in accord with recent results presented by
Brown et al. [2007] and Cool et al. [2008], who show that the upper end of the stellar
mass function has apparently changed very little out to a redshift of z ∼ 0.9. The
same is true regarding optical luminosities of galaxies, as we do not find significant
evolution in the comoving space density of objects. As expected, the LRGs extend
to significantly brighter magnitudes up to Mr,0.1 ∼ 24.5.
3.3 The Radio Luminosity Function
A standard technique for quantifying the rate of evolution of a population of galaxies
is to compare the radio luminosity function of such objects at two different epochs.
In this section, we will determine the evolution of the radio-loud AGN population by
comparing the luminosity function of MegaZ-LRG radio galaxies with that derived
from the SDSS DR4 sample. These functions were calculated for radio sources
above a 1.4 GHz flux density limit of 3.5 mJy using the standard 1/Vmax formalism
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proposed by Schmidt [1968], given by the expression
Φ(P1.4GHz) =
∑
i
1
Vmax,i
(3.2)
where the sum is computed for the galaxies in a given luminosity bin. We estimate
Vmax for each galaxy as the maximum comoving volume within which it would be
visible given the radio flux and optical magnitude limits and the color cuts used
to define the MegaZ-LRG sample (see Section 3.2). We have included both K-
corrections and e-volutionary corrections in this computation as described in the
previous section. Radio luminosities are calculated using the formula
log10[P1.4GHz] = log10[4piD
2
L(z)S1.4GHz(1 + z)
α−1] (3.3)
where DL is the luminosity distance in the adopted cosmology, S1.4GHz is the mea-
sured radio flux, (1 + z)α−1 is the standard k-correction used in radio astronomy,
and α is the radio spectral index (Sν ∝ ν−α) for which we adopted a value of 0.7,
as is usually assumed for radio galaxies (Condon et al. 2002).
The normalization of the luminosity function requires knowledge of the precise
intersection area of all three surveys: NVSS, FIRST and the SDSS DR4 photometric
sample. We used the footprint services of the Virtual Observatory1 (Budava´ri et al.
2007) to derive a total area of 6164.6 deg2. A further 8.3 deg2 was subtracted to
avoid noisy regions around bright NVSS sources, resulting in an effective area of
6156.3 deg2. In the MegaZ sample, the maximum variation of the mean redshift as
we go from our second luminosity bin to the highest luminosity one, is ∼ 0.025. If
we include the first bin, this difference increases to a value ∼ 0.08. We nevertheless
decide to keep the lowest luminosity bin to avoid introducing further luminosity
cuts.
In Figure 3.4 we plot the radio luminosity function measured for the MegaZ-
LRG catalogue and the results are also tabulated in Table 3.1. For comparison we
reproduce the luminosity function calculated by Sadler et al. [2007] for the 2SLAQ
LRG sample. There is very good agreement, but the new determination has consid-
erably smaller error bars, because our sample is very much larger. This is especially
important for determining the number density of radio sources with radio powers
greater than P1.4GHz = 10
26 W Hz−1.
A further issue that could potentially bias the luminosity function comparison
is mix of galaxies that enter the two samples at high and low redshift. The color
and magnitude selection cuts of MegaZ basically restrict to red, luminous early-type
galaxies, while SDSS main sample is much less restricted in this sense, allowing a
different mixture of blue and red galaxies to pass the selection criteria. To separate
these two populations Baldry et al. [2004] and Li et al. [2006a] adopted a tilted
1http://www.voservices.net/footprint
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color cut motivated by the color-magnitude diagram. We follow the procedure of
the latter, fitting bi-Gaussian functions to the g − r color of galaxies, in different
luminosity bins. Specifically, the dividing point of the two Gaussian is fitted by a
linear equation of the form
(g − r)div = A+B ×Mr,0.1 (3.4)
where Mr,0.1 is the absolute r-band magnitude, and A = −0.832 ± 0.021 and B =
−0.078 ± 0.001 are the best-fitting linear coefficients. Galaxies with g − r values
greater (smaller) than (g − r)div are classified as red (blue).
Motivated by this, we also plot in Figure 3.4 two determinations of the radio
luminosity function for SDSS DR4: the first without color restrictions, and the
second restricted to red galaxies as defined by a luminosity dependent g−r color cut
explained above. As expected, by restricting to red galaxies, the radio luminosity
function is slightly shifted toward lower comoving densities, particularly at radio
powers above 1025.9 W Hz−1. In any case, this color effect is minor and does not
alter our conclusions. For reference purposes, we also show the radio luminosity
function obtained by Best et al. [2005b] for the SDSS DR2 sample.
The evolution of the luminosity function of a population of objects is often char-
acterized in terms of simplified density or luminosity evolution models. In a pure
density evolution model, the underlying luminosity distribution of the radio sources
remains fixed, but the number density of the sources increases at higher redshifts.
This might be the case if a larger fraction of galaxies harbor radio jets at higher
redshifts, but the intrinsic properties of the jets do not evolve with time. In a
pure luminosity evolution model, there is a fixed population of radio AGN with
luminosities that dim as the radio sources age.
In the two lower panels of Figure 3.4, we plot the ratios fPDENS and fPLUM as a
function of radio luminosity. fPDENS is the ratio of the comoving number densities
of radio sources in the MegaZ and DR4 catalogs at fixed radio luminosity, while
fPLUM is the factor by which the low redshift number densities should grow in order
to match the values found at higher redshift. If either model is a correct description
of the data, one should find constant f values as a function of radio luminosity. We
find that neither model is a good description of the data. Both plots show a sharp
increase near P1.4GHz ∼1025 W Hz−1.
In Figure 3.4, we also plot the radio luminosity function for steep-spectrum
sources at z=0.55 predicted by the luminosity-density evolution model of Dunlop and Peacock
[1990]. This model is based on high frequency data, and has been shown to pro-
vide an accurate description of the radio source counts and redshift distributions.
Briefly, the model treats the radio luminosity function as composed of two parts:
an evolving population of powerful elliptical radio galaxies (ρh), and a non-evolving
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spiral/irregular galaxy population (ρl)
ρ(P, z) = ρl(P ) + ρh(P, z) (3.5)
The evolving component ρh(P, z) is fitted by a double power-law of the form
ρh(P, z) = ρ0(z)
{(
P
Pc(z)
)α
+
(
P
Pc(z)
)β}−1
(3.6)
where α and β are the two power-law exponents. This expression in similar to the
optical luminosity function of quasars. Pc(z) and ρ0(z) are the redshift dependant
break and normalization of the radio luminosity function, modeled respectively as
log10(Pc(z)) = a0 + a1(1− (1 + z)−η)/η (3.7)
log10(ρ0(z)) =
5∑
i=0
0.1ciz (3.8)
Finally ρl(P ) is parametrized as a power-law expansion in radio luminosity as
log10(ρl(P )) =
6∑
i=0
0.1bi(log10 P − 20) (3.9)
The best-fitting coefficients ai, bi, ci, and the exponents α, β, η, are listed in Table
C4 of Dunlop and Peacock [1990].
At the redshifts corresponding to our MegaZ-LRG sample, the models are only
strongly constrained above 1026 W Hz−1 due to the high flux limits of their radio
samples, which are then extrapolated to the lower radio powers. We note that
Dunlop and Peacock [1990] provide a range of different parameterizations in their
paper, but all give very similar results at moderate redshifts. As can be seen, our
data matches the model reasonably well. In particular, the extrapolation to lower
radio power appears to provide a reasonable fit to our data, but our estimate appears
to be 0.2-0.3 dex lower that that of Dunlop and Peacock [1990] over the luminosity
range from 1025 to 1026.5 W Hz−1.
It is important to note that if radio galaxies fall outside the MegaZ-LRG color
selection criteria, they will be missed in our radio luminosity function determination.
Such an effect is visible for our low redshift luminosity function at radio powers
above 1026 W Hz−1; the luminosity function of bright sources in the red galaxy
population is 0.1-0.2 dex lower than for the DR4 sample as a whole. Neither the
DR4 sample nor the MegaZ-LRG sample includes radio-loud quasars, which would
likely increase the amplitude of the radio luminosity functions by ∼ 0.1 dex above
a radio luminosity of 1025 W/Hz−1. Nevertheless, it is clear from our comparisons
that a large fraction (i.e > 50%) of all radio galaxies at z = 0.55 do reside in
the LRG population. In the rest of the chapter, we will be comparing radio AGN
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MEGAZ <z>=0.55
2SLAQ <z>=0.55
DR2 <z>=0.12
DR4 <z>=0.14
DR4 Red <z>=0.14
DP90 LDE z=0.55
Figure 3.4 • The radio luminosity function at 1.4 GHz derived for MegaZ-LRG and DR4 samples
(thick line with square and circle symbols, respectively). An additional DR4 radio luminosity
function restricted only to red sequence galaxies (triangles) is also plotted. Likewise shown are
the calculations by Sadler et al. [2007] for 2SLAQ (thin line and diamond symbols), and by
Best et al. [2005b] for SDSS DR2 (dashed line and crosses). Results are in good agreement at
both redshift intervals. The luminosity function based on the luminosity/density evolution model
of Dunlop and Peacock [1990] is also overplotted (dash-dotted line). The right panels show the
factors by which luminosity and density should increase in order to match the DR4 curve at
〈z〉 ∼ 0.14 with the MegaZ-LRG curve at 〈z〉 ∼ 0.55. No evolution scenarios are indicated by
the horizontal dashed lines. Error bars are poissonian, except for the right upper panel where
they are calculated via statistical bootstrapping of each sample.
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Table 3.1 • The MegaZ-LRG AGN radio luminosity function at 1.4 GHz
log10(P1.4GHz) log10(ρ) N
[W Hz−1] [Mpc−3 (log10L)
−1]
24.45 -5.13 +0.02−0.02 2218
24.75 -5.30 +0.01−0.01 5438
25.05 -5.59 +0.01−0.01 3506
25.35 -5.89 +0.02−0.02 1742
25.65 -6.20 +0.02−0.02 840
25.95 -6.54 +0.03−0.03 365
26.25 -6.78 +0.04−0.05 185
26.55 -7.14 +0.06−0.06 87
26.85 -7.53 +0.07−0.09 41
27.15 -7.75 +0.12−0.16 18
27.45 -8.82 +0.20−0.40 3
27.75 -9.13 +0.24−0.60 1
fractions at low and high redshifts, and we will show that such fractional estimates
are much less sensitive to any incompleteness in our sample.
3.4 The Fraction of RL-AGN
We are now in a position to investigate the relation between radio-loud AGN and
their host galaxies. Over the redshift range covered by the MegaZ-LRG sample
(0.4 < z < 0.8), radio sources have 1.4 GHz powers well above 1024 W Hz−1 (the
faintest radio galaxies in our sample are ∼ 1024.4 W Hz−1). It is well known that
radio emission above this luminosity is rarely associated with star-formation, but
rather an AGN (Sadler et al. 2002; Best et al. 2005b). In addition, luminous red
galaxies are photometrically defined so that the majority of star-forming galaxies
are excluded, so we can safely assume that our sample is dominated by an AGN
population.
Figure ?? shows the fraction of MegaZ LRGs with radio luminosities above dif-
ferent threshholds, as a function of their stellar mass. The fraction of LRGs with
radio AGN more luminous than 1024.4 W Hz−1 rises from ∼0.04% for galaxies
with stellar masses around 1010.8M⊙, to ∼25% for the most massive LRGs with
M∗ ∼ 1012.2M⊙. Results for radio power cuts of 1025 W Hz−1, 1025.5 W Hz−1 and
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Figure 3.5 • The left upper panel shows the percentage of galaxies have radio luminosities
above a given threshhold, as a function of stellar mass. Results are shown for the high redshift
MegaZ-LRG sample (thick solid lines), and for the low redshift SDSS DR4 sample (thin dashed
lines). The right upper panel shows the radio-loud fractions for the SDSS DR4 sample, but
including a color constraint of g− r > 0.8. Lower panels show the relative variation δf between
high redshift (MegaZ) and low redshift (DR4) radio-loud fractions as a function of stellar mass.
Errors are poissonian and are propagated via standard error propagation theory.
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Figure 3.6 • Fraction of radio-loud AGN as function of stellar mass, for galaxies above a fixed
limit of radio luminosity per unit stellar mass ( L/M∗ > 1013.3 W Hz−1 M−1⊙ ).
1026 W Hz−1 are also included in the plot and a similar mass dependence is found.
The dotted lines connecting light symbols on the plot show the corresponding de-
pendence of the radio loud fraction on stellar mass for the low-redshift SDSS DR4
sample. We find that there is an increase at higher redshifts in the fraction of of
radio-loud AGN hosted by galaxies of all stellar masses. The increase is larger at
higher radio luminosities and for galaxies with lower stellar masses. This is shown in
more detail in the bottom three panels of Figure 6, where we plot the relative ratio
δf between the high redshift and low redshift data (δf = (fMegaZ− fDR4)/fDR4) as
a function of mass and for our three radio luminosity thresholds.
Once again it is important to recall that the DR4 sample includes all galaxies re-
gardless of color, whereas the MegaZ sample is restricted to red galaxies. Best et al.
[2005a] showed that the probability for a galaxy to host a radio-loud AGN was not
influenced by its stellar population. In the top right panel of Figure 3.5 we compare
the radio-loud AGN fraction versus mass relation for the full DR4 sample to the
results obtained if the sample is restricted to galaxies with g− r colors greater than
0.8. As can be seen, the results are almost identical. The effect of the color cut
is much smaller than the evolutionary trends we find between the low redshift and
MegaZ LRG sample. To check whether the increase in the fraction of radio-loud
AGN with mass is not simply the result of the fact that more massive galaxies
harbor more massive black holes and hence produce more radio emission, we have
also calculated the fraction of radio-loud AGN that are above a given limit in radio
luminosity per unit stellar mass. For our sample, this is equivalent to choosing only
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those sources that produce radio emission above a fixed fraction of the Eddington
limit. For reasonable values of the chosen limit (e.g. L/M∗ > 1013.3 W Hz−1 M−1⊙ ),
the strong mass dependence persists, although the slope of the relation is somewhat
shallower, as illustrated in Figure 3.6.
It is also important to check if the small percentage of galaxies that might be
missclassified due to random superposition (∼1.7%, see Section 2.5) could affect
these results. As ∼1.2% of objects in MegaZ are radio-loud, only 0.02% of galaxies
might be false matches. For the most massive systems, such contribution to the
radio-loud fraction is negligible. For low mass galaxies around 1010.9M⊙, only∼0.1%
are radio-loud, so that the error due to false detections is at most 20%, a value that
is well below the observed change factors of 2-5 in evolution.
3.5 Bivariate Radio Luminosity-Mass Function
The first determination of the bivariate radio-optical luminosity function was car-
ried out by Auriemma et al. [1977] for a sample of 145 galaxies of type E and S0,
and there were subsequent studies by Sadler et al. [1989] and Ledlow and Owen
[1996].This (integrated) function measures the probability that a galaxy in a given
optical absolute magnitude range hosts an AGN with radio power above a cer-
tain value. Best et al. [2005a] calculated the bivariate radio luminosity-stellar mass
function of radio sources in the SDSS DR2, and parameterized the behavior using
a broken power with characteristic luminosity P⋆ = 2.5 × 1024W Hz−1. A single
fitting function was found to hold for for all masses below 1011.5M⊙.
Our MegaZ radio galaxy sample is over 100 times larger than the one of Auriemma et al.
[1977] and picks up close to the break luminosity found by Best et al. [2005a]. Fol-
lowing Best et al. [2005a], we will use stellar mass instead of optical luminosity.
We can thus interpret our calculation as the fraction of radio-loud AGN of a given
mass emitting above a certain certain radio power. Figure 3.7 shows the bivariate
functions at high and low redshift in mass bins from 1011M⊙ to 10
12.25M⊙. The
most striking result shown in this plot is that for galaxies of all stellar masses, the
high redshift fractions lie only slightly above the low redshift ones at faint radio
luminosities, but there has been much stronger evolution at higher radio luminosi-
ties. This is shown in more detail in the lower panel of Figure 3.7, where we plot
the ratio of the radio-loud AGN fraction derived for the MegaZ LRGs to that de-
rived for the DR4 galaxies, as a function of radio power. We show results for the
four mass bins for which there is reasonable overlap between the two surveys (there
many fewer galaxies with 12 < logM∗ < 12.25 in the DR4 sample, because the
volume covered is much smaller). It is striking that for all the mass bins, the ra-
tio remains approximately constant up to a radio luminosity of 1025 W Hz−1 and
then turns up sharply. As discussed in Section 1, 1025 W Hz−1 corresponds to the
approximate dividing line between low excitation and high excitation sources, and
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Figure 3.7 • Integral bivariate radio luminosity-mass function in several bins of stellar mass
(symbols) for high redshift MegaZ-LRG sources (thick solid lines) and low redshift SDSS DR4
sources (thin dashed lines). The bivariate function gives the fraction of radio-loud AGN brighter
than a given radio luminosity, as a function of the luminosity. The right panel shows the ratios
of the bivariate functions derived for the MegaZ-LRG sample to those derived for the SDSS DR4
sample. These results show that radio sources evolve strongly across cosmic time depending
on their stellar mass and radio luminosity. The dashed horizontal line marks the no-evolution
scenario.
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Figure 3.8 • Integrated volume-weighted radio luminosity per unit stellar mass, as function of
stellar mass, for MegaZ-LRG radio-loud AGN (solid line with square symbols) and DR4 sources
(dashed line with diamond symbols).
also delineates the boundary between strongly-evolving and less strongly-evolving
radio sources found in previous studies. The main new result shown in this plot is
that the strongest evolution in the radio source population apparently occurs in the
lowest mass galaxies.
Another way of showing the same effect is to plot the integrated radio emission
per unit stellar mass for galaxies of different stellar masses in the DR4 and MegaZ
samples. Heckman et al. [2004] used the volume-weighted distribution of [OIII] 5007
line luminosity per unit black hole mass to study the average rate at which black
holes are accreting and growing. They find that low mass black holes are currently
growing at substantially higher rates than high mass black holes. Best et al. [2005a]
extended this analysis by computing the integrated radio luminosity per unit black
hole mass, demonstrating that radio and emission line luminosities are produced in
black holes of quite different masses (see Figure 11 in Best et al. 2005a).
In the present work, we do not have direct estimates of black hole mass, so we
carry out the computation as a function of stellar mass. In Figure 3.8 we plot the
volume-weighted radio luminosity per unit stellar mass, as a function of logM∗, for
our high and low redshift samples. The plot is constructed by taking at each mass
bin, the ratio of the integrated (and weighted) radio luminosity, to the integrated
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(and weighted) stellar mass in that bin. As can be seen, radio activity has been
boosted at all masses at high redshift, but the boost factor is considerably higher
for low mass galaxies.
3.6 Stellar masses and colors of the host galaxies of radio-
loud AGN
It has long been known that powerful high redshift radio galaxies are hosted by very
massive galaxies with predominantly old stellar populations. This conclusion arises
from the fact that there is a well defined relation between the K-band magnitude of
radio galaxies and redshift (the famous K-z relation) that agrees with the predicions
of a passively evolving model galaxy of high mass (> 1011M⊙), and that there is
relatively little scatter about this relation for the most luminous radio sources (e.g.
Lilly and Longair 1984; Jarvis et al. 2001).
So far we have phrased our analysis of the relationship between radio AGN and
their host galaxies in terms of the probability for a galaxy of a given mass to host
such an AGN. We have shown that this probability evolves most strongly in low
mass galaxies. Note, however, that the fraction of radio loud AGN is a strongly
increasing function of galaxy mass both at z = 0.55 and at z = 0.14. This means
that radio galaxies in massive elliptical hosts always dominate by number.
This is shown in more detail in Figure 3.9 where we plot the median stellar
masses of both the MegaZ and the SDSS DR4 radio AGN as a function radio
luminosity. As can be seen, radio AGN are hosted by galaxies with median masses
of ∼ 3× 1011M⊙ in both surveys. There is a weak increase in the median mass at
higher radio luminosities.
In Figure 3.10, we plot the color distributions of the MegaZ radio AGN. One
must of course bear in mind that the MegaZ sample is selected so as to occupy
a restricted range in color space, but we can nevertheless check whether there are
any color differences between different types of radio AGN. We split the sample
into 3 different redshift bins and show results for low luminosity (< 1025.3 W Hz−1)
and high luminosity (> 1025.3 W Hz−1) radio sources. As was found previously by
Smith and Heckman [1989], there is a tendency for the more powerful radio galaxies
to have slightly bluer colors at fixed redshift, but the effect is very weak.
In summary, we conclude that the majority of both low luminosity and high
luminosity radio AGN are hosted by massive (3 L∗) galaxies with red colors. This
is in good agreement with past work on this subject.
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Figure 3.9 • Median stellar mass of radio-loud AGN in the MegaZ-LRG (solid line) and SDSS
DR4 (dotted line) samples as function of radio power. Gray dots represent the actual values for
each MegaZ galaxy and errors are calculated by the bootstraping technique.
3.7 Systematic Effects
Photometric redshift codes have improved vastly over the years and the resulting
redshift estimates are useful for a broad range of studies. Even though the neu-
ral network photometric redshift estimator used in the MegaZ catalogue has been
throughfully calibrated using spectroscopic redshifts, it is important to test the sen-
sitivity of our results to photo-z errors. Such errors could translate into systematic
offsets in our estimates of stellar mass. In addition, the errors in the Sloan u, g, r, i, z
magnitudes increase with redshift, so one might worry that this would translate into
apparent (as opposed to real) evolution of the radio loud fraction with redshift.
In order to test for such effects, we artificially redshifted our SDSS DR4 sample
from their observed redshifts near 〈z〉 ∼ 0.14 out to the mean redshift of the MegaZ-
LRG sample, z = 0.55. To do this, we applied the kcorrect algorithm in conjunction
with the e-corrections described above. We then added an error to the redshift using
the distribution of zphot−zspec of 2SLAQ galaxies. In practice, for each MegaZ LRG,
we extracted the 100 closest neighbors in g, r, i, z magnitude space in the 2SLAQ
catalogue and we draw the redshift error, zphot − zspec, at random from this set of
galaxies. Magnitude errors were assigned to each DR4 object in the same way. We
then ran our code for estimating stellar mass on this “artificially redshifted” data
set, first applying just the redshift error, and second, incorporating errors on both
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0.45 < z < 0.46
0.55 < z < 0.58
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Figure 3.10 • Color distribution of MegaZ-LRG in three different redshift bins, split into a
high luminosity population of radio sources with log10[P1.4GHz/(W Hz
−1)]6 25.3, and a low
luminosity population with log10[P1.4GHz/(W Hz
−1)]> 25.3.
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the photometry and the redshifts. The whole procedure was repeated 25 times.
The solid line in Figure 3.11 shows the difference between the mean fraction of
radio-loud AGN measured in the 25 artificially redshifted samples and the “true”
value for the DR4 galaxies as a function of stellar mass. The difference δf is ex-
pressed in fractional terms, i.e. δf = (F¯artificial−Ftrue)/Ftrue. The shaded contours
respesent the 1σ scatter among the 25 samples. It can be seen that small system-
atic shifts in the derived radio loud fractions do occur at the two ends of the stellar
mass distributions. They also occur in our estimates of the fraction of the most
luminous radio galaxies. On the whole, these effects are small (< 20%). Note also
that 1025.5 W Hz−1 sources are much rarer in the DR4 catalogue than in the MegaZ
sample, so the bottom right panel overestimates the size of the true effect at this
radio luminosity and is likely to apply only to very much higher luminosity cuts at
z = 0.55.
3.8 Summary
The main results presented so far can be summarized as follows:
A catalogue of 14453 radio-loud AGN with 1.4 GHz fluxes above 3.5 mJy in
the redshift range 0.4 < z < 0.8, has been constructed from the cross-correlation of
NVSS and FIRST radio source catalogs with the MegaZ-LRG catalogue of luminous
red galaxies. The vast majority of the radio AGN are single component sources in
both NVSS and FIRST. However, there is a significant fraction of objects without
high S/N FIRST detections, which are required for accurate identification of the
optical counterpart. We thus introduced a method for analyzing the FIRST radio
maps around the candidate positions of these sources. This allowed us to dig deeper
into the FIRST survey and use lower S/N detections to pinpoint the location of the
host galaxy.
We have presented a new determination of the luminosity function of radio-loud
AGN at z ∼ 0.55 that is in excellent agreement with other results in the literature,
but with notably smaller error bars. By comparing our radio luminosity function
at z ∼ 0.55 to that derived for a large sample of nearby radio AGN from the SDSS
DR4, we find compelling evidence for strong cosmic evolution of radio sources. The
comoving number density of radio AGN with luminosities less than 1025 W Hz−1
increases by a factor of ∼ 1.5 between z = 0.14 and z = 0.55. At higher luminosities,
this factor increases sharply, reaching values ∼ 10 at a radio luminosity of 1026W
Hz−1. Neither a pure luminosity evolution nor a pure density evolution scenario
provides a good description of the data.
We then turn to an analysis of how the relation between radio AGN and their host
galaxies evolves with redshift. The fraction of galaxies with radio luminosities above
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Figure 3.11 • The difference between the true radio-loud AGN fraction and the one calculated
for the artificially redshifted samples is plotted as function of stellar mass. Results are shown for
increasing luminosity cuts. The solid line shows the mean difference for the 25 random samples,
and the gray area is the 1-σ scatter in this variation. Very few sources have masses higher than
1011.7M⊙.
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Figure 3.12 • Stellar mass distributions for the DR4 low redshift comparison sample derived with
the kcorrect algorithm (Blanton and Roweis 2007). The upper panel is for all galaxies in the
DR4 Main sample and the two lower panels are for the radio-matched population. Stellar masses
are derived using: spectroscopic redshifts (black), artificial redshifts convolved with photometric
redshift errors (green), and artificial redshifts convolved with photometric redshift errors plus
typical errors of LRG photometry at 0.4 < z < 0.8. Color lines are thick as they are the result
of 25 Monte-Carlo realizations. See Section 3.7 for details of the methodology.
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a given threshhold is a steeply increasing function of stellar mass at both z ∼ 0.1
and at z ∼ 0.55. The fraction of radio loud AGN increases with redshift and this
increase is largest at the highest radio luminosities and also for lower mass galaxies.
We have also calculated the bivariate radio luminosity-mass function at z ∼ 0.14
and z ∼ 0.55. Its shape does not appear to depend on mass at either redshift,
but there is strong evolution in the shape at the bright-end of the function. The
fraction of galaxies brighter than 1025 W hz−1 declines with significantly shallower
slope at higher redshifts. Within the range 1025−27 W hz−1, simple power law fits
to the DR4 bivariate function in Figure 3.7 (frac ∝ Lγ1.4GHz), produce slopes γ of
−1.84 ± 0.21, −1.66 ± 0.02 and −1.83 ± 0.04 for the first, second and third mass
bins. In MegaZ, we obtain −1.05±0.02, −1.16±0.05 and −1.20±0.02 for the same
luminosity range and mass bins.
In short, two main conclusions have emerged from these analysis:
• There is a characteristic luminosity of ∼ 1025 W Hz−1 below which the radio
source population appears to evolve only very weakly with redshift. Above this
characteristic luminosity, there is strong evolution, with the most powerful
radio sources undergoing the largest increase in co-moving number density.
These results are in broad agreement with past studies.
• The strongest evolution in the fraction of galaxies that host radio-loud AGN
takes place in the lower mass galaxies in our sample.
The most plausible explanation of these trends is that there are two classes of radio
galaxy, likely associated with the high excitation/low excitation “dichotomy”) that
have different fueling/triggering mechanisms and hence evolve in different ways.
This has also been argued by Tasse et al. [2008], whose analysis of a sample 1%
of the size of ours in the XMM-LSS region provided hints of similar evolutionary
properties. As discussed before, it has been hypothesized that the class of low
luminosity AGN is likely associated with massive (∼ 1013M⊙) dark matter halos
with quasistatic hot gas atmospheres. The abundance of such halos is predicted
to remain approximately constant out to redshifts ∼ 1 (Mo and White 2002) and
this is broadly consistent with the very weak evolution we see in this population.
These “hot-halo” triggered sources at z ∼ 0.5 would then produce radio emission
that roughly compensates the radiative losses of the hot gas.
The reason for the remarkably strong evolution in the comoving abundance of
high-luminosity radio AGN is somewhat more difficult to understand. As shown in
Figure 3.7, this evolution is most dramatic in galaxies at the low stellar mass end of
our sample. It is thus tempting to link this population with the strongly accreting
(and evolving) population of luminous quasars, whose space densities also increase
by factors of more than 10 over the redshift range studied in this work. Recent
work has shown that quasars are hosted in dark matter halos of masses ∼ 1012M⊙,
independent of redshift or the optical luminosity of the system (e.g. Croom et al.
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2005; Shen et al. 2007). Only ∼ 10% of optical quasars are radio-loud, however,
and this raises the question as to whether there is simply a short radio-loud phase
during the lifetime of every optical quasar, or whether optically luminous AGN and
powerful radio galaxies are triggered under different physical conditions. If, as in
quasars, these sources are not regulated by cooling from a surrounding hot gaseous
halo, but by other mechanisms like interactions/mergers, then we would not expect
to find them in an equilibrium state like in low excitation AGNs.
One way to shed further light on these matters is to compare the clustering
properties of quasars to those of the luminous radio galaxies in our sample. If
their clustering properties are identical, this would favor the hypothesis that all
quasars experience a radio-loud phase. Recently, Kauffmann et al. [2008] found
that nearby radio-loud AGN were more strongly clustered than matched samples of
radio-quiet AGN with the same black hole masses and extinction corrected [OIII]
line luminosities. It will be interesting to see if the same conclusion holds at higher
redshifts and for more powerful systems. This will be the subject of the following
chapter.
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4
Clustering of Radio Galaxies and
Quasars
In this chapter I analyze the clustering properties of radio galaxies and quasars. First, I
explain the construction of the radio-loud and radio quiet quasar samples and the calculation
of quasar radio luminosities with extended emission. Then I discuss the methodology adopted
to calculate the two-point auto-correlation and cross-correlation functions.
We have shown that radio-loud AGN are more massive than the typical LRGs present in the
MegaZ sample. Coupled with redshift or luminosity-dependant effects, this makes difficult to
compare the true clustering between radio-loud and radio-quiet samples. We explain how we
constructed control radio-quiet samples matched in stellar mass, redshift and luminosity to
control for these effects.
Then, I quantify how the clustering of radio-loud AGN depends on host galaxy properties
like stellar mass and radio luminosity. Using the same methodology, I also compare the
environments of radio AGN and radio-loud quasars, and discuss the implications of the results
in the framework of unification models of AGN.
The contents of this chapter were submitted for publication as Donoso et al., 2009, MNRAS
(arXiv:0910.3667v1).
4.1 Introduction
Radio-loud active galactic nuclei (RLAGN) are known to be hosted by massive
early-type galaxies, preferentially sitting at the center or clusters and groups of
galaxies. This turns them into excellent probes of the large-scale structure, as they
are biased tracers of the underlying dark matter mass distribution. In recent years,
galaxy formation models have become increasingly interested in the radio AGN
phenomenon, because it is hypothesized that these objects may regulate the star
formation history and mass assembly of the most massive galaxies and black holes
in the Universe. Nearby radio galaxies in clusters are observed to inject a significant
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amount of energy into the surrounding gas. As the radio jets expand and interact
with the surrounding medium, they are believed to heat the gas and prevent further
accretion onto the central galaxy.
The precise conditions that determine whether an AGN develops radio jets/lobes
are still a matter of debate. Several studies have shown that the probability for a
galaxy to become radio-loud is a strong function of stellar mass and redshift (e.g.
Best et al. 2005a; Donoso et al. 2009). The role that the environment plays in
triggering or regulating the RLAGN phenomenon is not as well established.
Ledlow and Owen [1996] found that the fraction of radio sources and the shape
of the bivariate radio-optical luminosity function was the same for objects in cluster
and field environments. This means that, while the morphology and properties of
radio galaxies in rich and poor clusters might differ, the total radio power output
and lifetime of radio sources were the same. Best et al. [2007] found that group
and cluster galaxies had similar radio properties to field galaxies, but the brightest
galaxies at the centers of the groups where more likely to host radio-loud AGN than
other galaxies of the same stellar mass. In the local universe, Mandelbaum et al.
[2009] analyzed a large sample of RLAGN at z∼0.1. They showed that RLAGN
inhabit massive dark matter halos (> 1012.5 M⊙) and that, at fixed stellar mass,
radio-loud AGN are found in more massive dark matter halos than control galaxies of
the same mass selected without regard to AGN properties. This result implies that
RLAGN follow a different halo mass - stellar mass relation than normal galaxies.
Mandelbaum et al. [2009] also found that the boost towards larger halo masses did
not depend on radio luminosity. Hickox et al. [2009] investigated the clustering in a
small sample of higher redshift (and low luminosity) radio-loud AGN selected from
the AGN and Galaxy Evolution Survey (AGES). They found no difference in the
clustering amplitude of radio galaxies when compared to normal galaxies matched
in redshift, luminosity and color.
Most nearby RLAGN lack any of the standard accretion-related signatures that
would indicate that their black holes are growing significantly at the present day
(Hardcastle et al. 2006). In contrast, quasars are thought to be powered by super-
massive black holes accreting at close to the Eddington rate. Large redshift surveys
like the Two Degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS) and the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) now provide angular positions, accurate photometry and spec-
tra for tens of thousands of QSOs. Recent determinations of the quasar two-point
correlation function have demonstrated that at z < 2.5 quasars cluster like normal
L∗ galaxies (Croom et al. 2005; Coil et al. 2007) and populate dark matter halos
of ∼ 1012 M⊙, with the clustering only weakly dependent on luminosity, color and
virial black hole mass (Shen et al. 2009).
As one moves out in redshift, the radio-loud AGN population evolves very rapidly
in radio luminosity. Whether the RLAGN population also evolves strongly in black
hole accretion rate, is considerably less clear. In particular, our understanding of
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whether there is a relationship between powerful, high redshift radio-loud AGN and
quasars is quite sketchy. Around 10% of the quasar population is radio-loud. Numer-
ous investigations have found that radio-loud quasars and at least some powerful
radio galaxies share a number of common characteristics, such as excess infrared
emission, comparable radio morphologies and luminosities, optical emission lines,
large evolutionary rates, and host galaxies with similar properties. It has thus been
tempting to link both phenomena under the hypothesis that they are the same ac-
tive nuclei viewed at different orientations (e.g. Barthel 1989; Urry and Padovani
1995).
A few facts are believed to be key in any attempt to understand the transition
from the population of low-luminosity radio AGN produced by weakly accreting
black holes at low redshifts, to a population of high-luminosity radio AGN that may
be produced by strongly accreting black holes at high redshifts. Fanaroff and Riley
[1974] found an important correlation between radio morphology and radio power:
low luminosity sources (Fanaroff-Riley Class I, FRI) show emission peaking close to
the nuclei that fades toward the edges, whereas more luminous sources (Fanaroff-
Riley Class II, FRII) are brightest toward the edges. Hine and Longair [1979] dis-
covered that radio galaxies could also be classified according to the strength of their
optical emission lines: low excitation (weak-lined) radio galaxies or LERGs, and
high excitation (strong-lined) objects or HERGs. Modern unification models usu-
ally associate quasars with the most powerful HERGs, and low luminosity LERGs
with BL Lac objects. Although there is a notable correspondence between RLAGN
luminosity, morphology and spectral type, i.e. lower luminosity FRIs with LERGs,
and higher luminosity FRIIs with HERGs, the correlations between these properties
are not straightforward. There are populations of FRI sources with high excitation
nuclear lines, and conversely, FRII galaxies with low excitation spectra are also
common.
It has been known for years that very high redshift (z > 2), powerful radio
galaxies are often surrounded by galaxy overdensities with sizes of a few Mpc (e.g.
Pentericci et al. 2000; Miley et al. 2006). Since we know that quasars at the same
redshift are clustered like normal L∗ galaxies, this would seem to throw some doubt
on a simple unified scheme for explaining both phenomena.
In view of this highly complex situation, a more statistical approach to comparing
the properties of quasars and radio galaxies may yield further insight. In this chapter
we present measurements of the projected cross-correlation between our sample of
∼14,000 radio-loud AGN with a median redshift of z = 0.55 with the surrounding
population of massive galaxies (M∗ > 10
11 M⊙). The large size of our samples
allows us to investigate in detail how clustering depends on stellar mass and on
radio luminosity. By comparing the RLAGN clustering with results from control
samples matched in redshift, luminosity and mass, we isolate the effect that the radio
AGN phenomenon has on the clustering signal. We cross-correlate radio quasars
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drawn from the SDSS with the same reference sample of massive galaxies. Again, by
using control samples matched in black hole mass and radio luminosity, we ensure
that we compare RLAGN and RLQSOs in as uniform a way as possible.
4.2 The Radio-loud and Radio-quiet Quasar Samples
In this work we use quasars selected from the fourth edition of the spectroscopic
quasar catalogue (Schneider et al. 2007). This contains 77,429 quasars drawn from
SDSS DR5, with luminosities larger than Mi = −22, that have at least one broad
emission line with FWHM>1000 km s−1 in their spectra. The catalogue also iden-
tified radio-loud quasars with FIRST components within a 2 arcsec radius.
Most of the objects targeted as quasars were initially selected using the algorithm
of Richards et al. [2002], which pick candidates using ugriz broadband photometry
and by matching with unresolved FIRST sources. As the survey progressed, the
quasar selection software was modified to improve its efficiency at high redshift.
This is reflected in two spectroscopic target selection flags listed as TARGET and
BEST (for the final algorithm). Photometry of quasars is also available in two
versions, TARGET measurements (values used at the time of targeting), and BEST
measurements (values derived with the latest pipeline). We note that the selection
of UV-excess quasars at low redshifts (z < 3) has remained essentially unchanged,
so that only small differences arise from using TARGET or BEST versions. In
addition, the bias introduced by selection of targets via FIRST radio detections is
significant only at high redshift.
In this work we are interested in cross-correlating the quasars with the LRGs
described above. We therefore selected an homogeneous quasar sample consist-
ing of all quasars with 0.35 < z < 0.78 and psf magnitudes in the range 15 <
i < 19.1. We only consider primary objects (primary = 1) with point source
morphology (morphology = 0), that were also targeted as primary science objects
(scienceprimary = 1). This yields a sample of 7128 quasars.
Of these 7128 quasars, 684 (9.6%) have radio identifications in the FIRST survey
down to the 1 mJy flux density limit. One issue that could affect the derived radio
luminosities of the QSOs in our sample is that a fraction of them present a truly
extended FRII-like morphology, and the total radio flux is distributed over many
components. The exclusion of such structures might lead to an underestimation
of the total radio luminosity. We visually examined NVSS/FIRST radio maps of
the 678 QSO with FIRST detections and added the NVSS fluxes of the associated
component(s), if present, or of the FIRST component(s) when no NVSS source was
found in the nearby. For some radio QSO the derived radio luminosities increase
by a factor of ∼2-3. Figure 4.1 shows a few examples of extended radio structures
around target quasars detected in FIRST maps. Nevertheless, we note that we
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repeated the clustering analysis described in Section 4.4.4 using only the central
(core) component flux, and we verified that this has no significant influence on any
of our results.
According to convention, we define radio-loud quasars as those with total inte-
grated 1.4 GHz radio power (after adding all associated components) above 1025 WHz−1.
With this definition, there are 307 radio-loud quasars in our sample. We consider
objects below this luminosity (or non-detections) as radio-quiet quasars.
4.2.1 Sample Properties
Shen et al. [2008] have derived virial black hole mass estimates for SDSS DR5
quasars. These are based on Hβ, MgII, and CIV emission lines, and the contin-
uum luminosities around these lines. We adopt these estimates for our quasar
sample (at z < 0.7, these are mostly derived from Hβ). For RLAGN we adopted
the relation between black hole mass-bulge mass derived by Ha¨ring and Rix [2004],
Mbh = 0.0014Mbulge, where we replace Mbulge by the stellar mass of the galaxy. At
the lower end of our galaxy mass distribution (∼ 1011M⊙), use of the stellar mass
instead of the bulge mass may cause the black hole mass to be overestimated by a
factor of ∼ 1.2− 1.4. We note that the majority of RLAGN in our sample are more
massive than this.
For reference, Figure 4.2 shows the radio luminosity and black hole mass distri-
butions derived for all the radio-loud AGN and radio-loud QSO in our samples. In
the upper panel, we also plot the ratio of the number of RLQSOs to RLAGN and
show that this increases from ∼ 1% at 1025 W Hz−1 up to ∼ 50% at 1027 W Hz−1.
This is broadly consistent with the results of Lawrence [1991] who found similar rel-
ative proportions between broad-lined and narrow-lined 3CR sources. One scenario
that has been introduced to explain this varying fraction (at least at luminosities
where the relative numbers of RLQSO and RLAGN are similar) is the receeding
torus model (e.g. Simpson 1998), in which the inner radius of the obscuring torus
(which is identified with the dust sublimation radius) scales with luminosity as L0.5.
This model predicts that a larger fraction of more luminous objects are classified as
quasars.
4.3 Clustering Analysis
4.3.1 The Cross-correlation Function
A standard way to characterize the clustering of galaxies is with the two-point
correlation function ξ(r), which measures the excess in the numbers of pairs with
separation r in a volume dV , respect to a random distribution with the same mean
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Figure 4.1 • FIRST cutouts around quasars with multiple radio counterparts (left) and the
corresponding SDSS images (right). The QSO position is marked by the green (g) plus symbol
and the FIRST components are indicated by the succesive (0,1,2,...) red squares. The large
green square measures 80x80 arcsec and correspond to the field of view of the optical image.
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Figure 4.2 • Top: normalized distribution of radio luminosity (P1.4GHz) corresponding to radio-
loud AGNs (red), and to QSOs detected down to 1 mJy in the FIRST survey (blue). The
vertical line at 1025 W Hz−1 marks the adopted threshold between radio-quiet and radio-loud
QSOs (dotted). Also shown is the ratio of the number of radio-loud quasars relative to radio
AGN (scale on the right axis). Bottom: distribution of black hole mass (Mbh) for radio-loud
AGNs and radio-loud QSOs.
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number density of objects n (Peebles 1980). This can be expressed as
dP = n2[1 + ξ(r)]dV 2 (4.1)
Objects are said to be clustered if ξ > 0. The amplitude and shape of the correlation
function yield a variety of different information. On scales larger than a few Mpc,
the amplitude is a measure of the mass of dark matter halos that the galaxies
inhabit (e.g. Sheth and Tormen 1999). On intermediate scales, the shape of the
correlation function is sensitive to how galaxies are distributed within their halos
(Li et al. 2006b), while at scales smaller than a few hundred kpc it probes processes
such as mergers or interactions (Li et al. 2008).
Several estimators for the (auto)correlation function have been proposed in the
literature. In this work we calculate the auto-correlation function of the LRGs using
the estimator of Hamilton [1993],
ξ(r) =
DD(r)RR(r)
[DR(r)]2
− 1 (4.2)
where DD(r), RR(r), DR(r) refers to the normalized number of (LRG-LRG),
(random-random), and (LRG-random) pairs as function of the spatial separation
r (see the next section for details about the construction of the random sample).
To estimate the cross-correlation function of radio-loud AGN or quasars with
the MegaZ-LRG galaxy sample, we count the number of LRGs around each AGN
or quasar as a function of distance, and divide by the expected number of pairs for
a random distribution,
ξ(r) =
CD(r)
CR(r)
− 1 (4.3)
where CD(r) stands for the number of (RLAGN/QSO-LRG) pairs, CR(r) is the
number of (RLAGN/QSO-random) pairs, and the quantities have been normalized
by the number of objects in the LRG and random catalogues. The advantage of
our procedure is that it does not require full knowledge of the QSO or RLAGN
selection function. Only the LRG selection function is needed for the construction
of the random sample, and this is well quantified. Another reason for calculating
cross-correlations rather than auto-correlations, is that it allows us to overcome
shot noise when the sample size is small. We note that the LRG sample (D in the
notation above) remains fixed throughout this work. The error bars of the auto and
cross-correlation functions are calculated via statistical bootstrapping by drawing
n = 100 random samples with replacement.
In practice, photometric redshift errors as well as distortions due to peculiar
velocities along the line of sight will introduce systematic effects in our estimate of
ξ(r). Therefore, to recover real-space clustering properties we decompose ξ in two
directions, along the line of sight (pi) and perpendicular to it (rp). Integrating over
the pi-direction allows to define the projected two-point cross-correlation function
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wp(rp), a quantity that is independent of such distortions (Davis and Peebles 1983).
A detailed description of the method can be found in Li et al. [2006b].
We note, however, that Li et al. [2006b] integrated along the line of sight up to
40 Mpc h−1 of distance, which is typical in spectroscopic samples with accurate
redshifts. In our sample, the photometric redshift errors of LRGs is δz ∼ 0.049,
which corresponds to∼110 Mpc h−1 at z = 0.5. And since, both the radio-loud AGN
and reference galaxies have photometric redshifts, the relative distance between
them is uncertain by another factor of
√
2 or ∼150 Mpc h−1. We have therefore
integrated up to 200 Mpc h−1 along the line of sight in order to include all correlated
galaxies.
4.3.2 Construction of the Random Sample
In order to infer statistically meaningful results about clustering from pair counts
in observed samples, one must have complete understanding of the sample selection
function, so that the random sample being used has the same selection effects as
the observed galaxies.
To do that, we follow the method by Li et al. [2006a]: we take observed LRG
sample inside the coverage mask of SDSS DR4 and randomly re-assign the sky
coordinates of each galaxy. All other quantities such as like redshift, stellar mass and
luminosity are kept fixed. Because the survey covers a very wide area (>6000 deg2
for SDSS DR4), this procedure is sufficient to remove any coherence in the radial
direction and it ensures that the geometry of the random catalogues are exactly the
same as the real one, and that all redshift-dependent selection effects are accounted
for. We generate N=10 random samples in this way.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Radio-loud AGN clustering
It is well known that the clustering amplitude of galaxies varies as a function of
mass, luminosity and redshift. Radio AGN are usually hosted by very massive,
> 3L∗ galaxies (Best et al. 2005a; Donoso et al. 2009). To take this into account,
we select control samples of radio-quiet MegaZ-LRG galaxies with redshifts, stellar
masses and absolute magnitudes that closely match the radio AGN sample. For each
RLAGN we randomly select 10 radio-quiet LRG (or 5, depending on the number of
available candidates) within a tolerance of ∆z = 0.02 in redshift, ∆M = 0.1 in log
stellar mass, and ∆Mi = 0.05 in absolute magnitude, where Mi is the extinction
and k-corrected i-band absolute magnitude. By constraining this parameters we
make sure that host galaxies are roughly similar. Figure 4.3 shows the distributions
of these parameters for radio-loud, radio-quiet and control objects.
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Figure 4.3 • Normalized distributions of i-band absolute magnitude, redshift and stellar mass
for radio-quiet LRGs (dotted), radio-loud AGN (histogram), and control radio-quiet LRGs (large
dots).
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Figure 4.4 • Projected cross-correlation function wp(rp) between radio-loud AGN and MegaZ
luminous red galaxies (red, solid) in the range 0.3 to 30 Mpc h−1. The LRG-LRG auto-correlation
is indicated by small diamond symbols. Also shown is the cross-correlation of a control sample
of radio-quiet LRG (red, dashed) with the same distribution of redshifts, luminosities and stellar
masses as the radio-loud population. The bottom panel shows the ratio of wp(rp) for the RLAGN
to that for the control sample.
Using the methods described in the previous section, we first calculate the auto-
correlation function for our reference sample of luminous red galaxies selected from
the MegaZ-LRG catalogue. We then cross-correlate the radio-loud AGN with the
LRG parent sample. This is shown in Figure 4.4, where it can easily be appreciated
that RLAGN are significantly more clustered than the LRG population on all spatial
scales. The two terms of the clustering signal, corresponding to galaxies within
the same halo (1-halo) and in different halos (2-halo), are clearly visible with the
transition occurring around 1 Mpc h−1. The boost in clustering signal exhibited
by the RLAGN is significantly stronger on scales less than 1 Mpc h−1, which tells
us that RLAGN must occupy special positions within their dark matter halos. We
intend to model this in more detail in upcoming work.
If we compare the clustering of RLAGN with that of control galaxies with the
same redshifts, luminosities and stellar masses, we see that RLAGN are still signifi-
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cantly more clustered. The ratio between the cross-correlations wp(rp) correspond-
ing to RLAGN and its corresponding control radio-quiet sample, is plotted in the
bottom panel. This proves that the probability of a galaxy to become radio-loud
depends on environment as well as on black hole or galaxy mass.
4.4.2 Dependence on Stellar Mass
We want to investigate in detail how clustering depends on stellar mass in radio-loud
AGN. We split the RLAGN sample into two subsamples with log(M/M⊙) < 11.3
and with log(M/M⊙) > 11.6. We also applied the same split to the correspond-
ing control samples. Figure 4.6 shows the relevant distributions for radio-loud,
radio-quiet and control objects. The resulting cross-correlations are plotted in Fig-
ure 4.5. As expected, more massive radio galaxies are more strongly clustered on
all scales. When compared to control galaxies, both subsamples show roughly the
same relative clustering strength on scales larger than 1-2 Mpc h−1. On small scales
the difference between control and data samples is more significantly boosted for
RLAGN in less massive galaxies. These results are in good agreement with those of
Mandelbaum et al. [2009] for RLAGN at lower redshifts.
We now investigate how the clustering of RLAGN and their control galaxies varies
as a function of stellar mass. We fit two power laws of the form w(rp) = A r
(1−γ)
p
to the cross-correlation function, one over the range 0.1 < rp < 0.8 Mpc h
−1 and
the other over the range 1 < rp < 20 Mpc h
−1. This division allows us to quantify
separately the clustering signal contributed by LRGs within the same halo as the
RLAGN and by LRGs residing in different halos. For the complete RLAGN sample,
the best fitting parameters are A = 233.9 ± 15 and γ = 2.18 ± 0.05 on scales less
than 1 Mpc h−1 and A = 173.2 ± 10 and γ = 1.81 ± 0.05 on larger scales. We
then divide the sample into 8 mass bins and perform new fits, keeping the slope of
the power law fixed and allowing the normalization to vary. Figure 4.7 shows the
cross-correlation amplitudes as a function of stellar mass for RLAGN and the radio-
quiet control sample. As can be seen, the ratio between the clustering amplitude
of the RLAGN and the control galaxies depends both on stellar mass and on the
scale at which the clustering is evaluated. On scales less than 1 Mpc h−1, there is a
relatively strong dependence of the ratio on stellar mass, with RLAGN in low mass
galaxies clustered much more strongly than the controls, but RLAGN in high mass
galaxies clustered similarly to the controls. On larger scales, there is a much weaker
trend with mass.
4.4.3 Dependence on Radio Luminosity
We now investigate if there is any dependence of RLAGN clustering on the luminos-
ity of the radio source. Prestage and Peacock [1988] studied the local galaxy density
around radio galaxies at z < 0.25, finding that weak FRI sources are typically found
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Figure 4.5 • Top: projected cross-correlation function wp(rp) between radio-loud AGN and
MegaZ luminous red galaxies (red) in the range 0.3 to 30 Mpc h−1. The green and blue lines
indicate the cross-correlation of massive objects with log(M/M⊙) > 11.6, and of less massive
systems with log(M/M⊙) < 11.3. The LRG-LRG auto-correlation function is shown for reference
(diamond symbols). Middle: cross-correlation of control samples of radio-quiet LRGs that have
the same distribution of redshift and stellar mass as the radio-loud systems. Bottom: ratio of
wp(rp) between RLAGN and their corresponding control samples. Note the curves are slightly
shifted along the x-axis to improve the visibility.
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Figure 4.6 • Normalized distributions of i-band absolute magnitude, redshift and stellar mass of
radio-quiet LRG (dotted), radio-loud AGN (histogram), and control radio-quiet LRG (large dots)
selected to have similar distributions as of RLAGN. Left panels are for objects with log(M/M⊙) <
11.3 and right panels for log(M/M⊙) > 11.6.
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Figure 4.7 • The dependence of the cross-correlation amplitude of RLAGN and control galaxies
on stellar mass. The amplitude is computed by fitting a power law with fixed exponent (see
text for details). Results are shown for RLAGN (solid lines) and their corresponding control
radio-quiet LRG (dotted, dashed lines). Fits are calculated at two different spatial scales, 0.1 <
rp < 0.8 Mpc h
−1 (blue) and 1 < rp < 20 Mpc h
−1 (red).
in denser regions compared to the more luminous FRII sources. Yates et al. [1989]
(and later Hill and Lilly 1991) extended such studies to higher redshifts, conclud-
ing that powerful radio galaxies at z ∼ 0.5 are typically found in environments
three times richer than their counterparts at z ∼ 0.2, but also that the most lumi-
nous objects (P178MHz ∼ 1027.1 W Hz−1 sr−1) occupy richer environments than the
weaker objects (P178MHz ∼ 1026.1 W Hz−1 sr−1). However, given the limitations
of the samples available, they were unable to determine if such clustering trends
were primarily dependent on redshift or on radio luminosity, or on a combination of
both. Best [2004] studied the density of galaxies around nearby radio-loud AGN. He
found a positive correlation between local density and radio luminosity for RLAGN
without emission lines, but found that RLAGN with emission-lines in their optical
spectra tended to avoid regions of high density.
In this work, we split our RLAGN sample into a low-luminosity subsample
with log(P1.4GHz[W Hz
−1])< 24.6, and a high-luminosity subsample log(P1.4GHz[W
Hz−1])> 25.7. These cuts allow us to sample the faint and bright end of the radio
luminosity distribution. We again build control samples in the same way as before
and we present the cross-correlation results in Figure 4.8. The top panel of Fig-
ure 4.8 shows that low luminosity RLAGN are more clustered than high luminosity
systems at all scales. When compared to control samples, this “boost” in clustering
is only visible at scales larger than ∼1 Mpc h−1.
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Figure 4.8 • Top: projected cross-correlation function wp(rp) between radio-loud AGN and
MegaZ luminous red galaxies (red) in the range 0.3 to 30 Mpc h−1. Green and blue lines
indicate the cross-correlation of luminous objects with log(P1.4GHz[W Hz
−1])> 25.7, and of less
powerful AGN with log(P1.4GHz[W Hz
−1])< 24.6. The LRG-LRG auto-correlation is shown for
reference (diamond symbols). Middle: cross-correlation of control samples of radio-quiet LRGs
that have the same distribution of redshift and stellar mass as the radio-loud systems. Bottom:
ratio of wp(rp) between RLAGN and their corresponding control samples. Note the curves are
slightly shifted along the x-axis to improve the visibility.
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Figure 4.9 • The dependence of the cross-correlation amplitude on radio luminosity. Results are
shown for both, RLAGN (solid lines) and their corresponding control radio-quiet LRGs (dotted,
dashed lines). Fits are calculated for two different ranges in scale: 0.1 < rp < 0.8 Mpc h
−1
(blue) and 1 < rp < 20 Mpc h
−1 (red).
To quantify the variation of clustering with radio luminosity in more detail, we
once again proceed by fitting a power law to the cross-correlation functions for
RLAGN subsamples split by radio luminosity. We fit separate power laws on scales
below and above 1 Mpc h−1. The variation in the clustering amplitude with lumi-
nosity is plotted Figure 4.9. Apart from the high clustering amplitude of RLAGN
when compared to control systems, two interesting features can be observed. First,
the clustering amplitude of radio galaxies on large scales is only very weakly anti-
correlated with radio power. On small scales, the clustering increases with radio
luminosity, peaks at log(P1.4GHz[W Hz
−1])∼ 25.3, and then decreases for most lu-
minous radio sources.
We can qualitatively interpret this behavior of the clustering in terms of abil-
ity of radio jets to do work against the pressure of the surrounding material.
Barthel and Arnaud [1996] argue that the confining effect of a dense intracluster
medium reduces the adiabatic loses of radio lobes, leading to higher levels of syn-
chrotron emission. Thus, a dense environment may provide a more effective ‘work-
ing surface’ for the lobes, giving rise to the positive correlation between small-scale
clustering amplitude and radio luminosity observed in Figure 4.9 for sources with
log(P1.4GHz[W Hz
−1])< 25.3. Alternatively, higher radio luminosities in denser en-
vironments may be a result of increased jet powers resulting from the higher cooling
rates in these denser regions. Why does the clustering amplitude drop for radio
sources with luminosities higher than this value? As we will argue in the next sec-
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tion, a radio luminosity of log(P1.4GHz[W Hz
−1])∼ 25.3 may mark the beginning of
a transition to a population of AGN that are more similar to the quasars, which as
we will show, are significantly less clustered that the RLAGN.
4.4.4 Quasar clustering and AGN Unification
In this section, we compare the clustering of radio galaxies and quasars at z∼0.5.
Our goal is to develop a better understanding of the relationship between these two
types of active galaxy.
AGN unification models provide an appealing way to account for the diver-
sity of the observed AGN population. The basic hypothesis is that the observed
characteristics of AGN depend mainly on their orientation relative to the line-of-
sight. Comprehensive reviews of unification models can be found in Barthel 1989,
Antonucci 1993 or Urry and Padovani 1995.
Here, we attempt to test one fundamental requirement of the unification scheme
of radio-loud objects, namely that the environment of radio galaxies and radio
quasars should be statistically identical. We note that previous work has already
suggested that low excitation radio galaxies (which include most FRI sources, but
also a significant fraction low luminosity FRII radio galaxies) do not participate
in the same unification framework as quasars or broad line radio galaxies (e.g.
Hardcastle 2004; Hardcastle et al. 2007). We will therefore confine our attention
to the most luminous radio-loud galaxies and radio-loud quasars in our sample, i.e.
both with luminosities in excess of 1025 W Hz−1.
Up to now, observational evidence has not yielded conclusive evidence as to
whether powerful RLAGN and RLQSOs cluster in the same way. The first prob-
lem is that the available samples have been small. In the local universe, powerful
radio galaxies with log(P1.4GHz[W Hz
−1])∼ 26 have typical comoving densities of
10−8 Mpc−3 dex−1 at z∼0.1, so large volumes are required to detect a significant
number of sources. Smith and Heckman [1989] studied the environments ∼30 low
redshift radio quasars and powerful radio galaxies, concluding that both popula-
tions were clustered in much the same way as radio-quiet QSOs. At higher redshifts
(0.3 < z < 0.5), Yates et al. [1989] also found that the environments of radio galax-
ies and radio-loud quasars were similar, with higher luminosity systems slightly
more clustered. Barr et al. [2003] found that luminous radio-loud quasars exist in a
variety of environments including rich clusters, compact groups and in low-density
environments.
In this work we have calculated the cross-correlation function between radio-quiet
and radio-loud quasars, and the same reference sample of LRGs used in Section
4.4.1. The resulting wp(rp) are plotted in Figure 4.10. As can be seen, there is
no significant difference in clustering strength between radio-loud and radio-quiet
quasars. It is interesting that the clustering strength of RLAGN seems to be larger
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Figure 4.10 • Projected cross-correlation function wp(rp) between quasars and LRGs (dot-
ted, black), and between radio-loud quasars and LRGs (blue). For comparison, we plot the
cross-correlation of radio-loud AGN and LRGs (red), as well as the LRG-LRG auto-correlation
(small diamonds). The grey shaded area indicates the QSO-LRG cross-correlation derived
by Padmanabhan et al. [2009]. The bottom panel shows the ratio of wp(rp) respect to the
LRG auto-correlation. The analysis is restricted to sources with integrated luminosities above
1025 W Hz−1.
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than that of radio-loud quasars on all scales, and particularly at rp <1 Mpc h
−1.
The mean relative bias of radio-loud quasars respect to the LRG population remains
roughly constant at ∼0.7, while the bias of RLAGN varies strongly from ∼2.5 to
∼1.5 below 1 Mpc h−1, and then stays relatively constant at larger scales.
We note that our quasar/LRG cross-correlation function agrees extremely well
with that derived by Padmanabhan et al. [2009]. Shen et al. [2009] analyzed the
clustering of radio-loud and radio-quiet quasars in SDSS DR5 at 0.4 < z < 2.5 and
found that radio quasars cluster more strongly than radio-quiet quasars with the
same black hole masses. As we will show in Section 4.4.5, matching the radio-quiet
and radio-loud quasar sample in black hole mass does not alter our conclusion. We
speculate that disagreement with Shen et al. [2009] may arise because we consider
a much narrower range in redshift. We note that Wold et al. [2000] also found
little difference between the environments of radio-loud and radio-quiet quasars
over roughly the same redshift range as that probed in this study.
We conclude, therefore, that powerful radio galaxies appear to be hosted by very
massive halos, more massive than their quasar counterparts. In principle, this sug-
gests that the unification scheme for the two classes of AGN is not as straightforward
as first thought, and additional parameters other than orientation are required to
explain the difference between RLAGN and RLQSOs.
4.4.5 Black Hole Mass
One such parameter could be the mass of the black hole. Some observational evi-
dence supports the idea that radio jet power might be closely related to the mass of
the black hole and its accretion rate. Links between radio luminosity and black hole
mass have been found in radio galaxies (Franceschini et al. 1998), and in quasars
(Lacy et al. 2001; Boroson 2002). However, other authors have argued against such
strong correlations (Ho 2002; Snellen et al. 2003; Metcalf and Magliocchetti 2006).
To control for the effect of black hole mass, we constructed a sample of RLAGN
with a similar distribution in Mbh/P1.4GHz as that of radio-loud quasars. The pa-
rameter Mbh/P1.4GHz can be considered as a kind of inverse Eddington ratio that
measures how much radio emission per unit black hole mass is produced by the jet.
Figure 4.11 shows the resulting cross-correlations. A slight decrease in wp(rp) is
observable at scales above 1 Mpc h−1 for the RLQSO sample, but the effect is of
low significance. Figure 4.12 shows the distribution in Mbh/P1.4GHz of the RLAGN
and RLQSO samples before and after the matching procedure.
We find that the difference in clustering does not change for the samples that are
matched in Mbh/P1.4GHz, meaning that black hole mass has a negligible influence in
driving the observed differences between the clustering of radio quasars and radio
galaxies. From Figure 4.2 it can be seen that some radio-loud quasars are hosted
by black holes more massive than 109.3 M⊙, which are not present in the RLAGN
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Figure 4.11 • Projected cross-correlation function wp(rp) between radio-loud quasars and LRGs
(blue). Also shown is the cross-correlation of a control sample of radio-loud AGN (green) selected
to have a similar distribution of Mbh/P1.4GHz as the radio-loud quasars. For comparison we
plot the cross-correlation of RLAGN and LRG (red), and the LRG-LRG auto-correlation (small
diamonds). The bottom panel shows the ratio of wp(rp) to the LRG auto-correlation. The
analysis is restricted to sources with integrated luminosities above 1025 W Hz−1.
Figure 4.12 • Normalized distributions of Mbh/P1.4GHz for radio-loud AGN (dotted), radio-loud
QSOs (histogram), and control radio AGN (large dots) selected to have a similar distribution in
Mbh/P1.4GHz as the radio-loud quasars.
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Figure 4.13 • Projected cross-correlation function wp(rp) between radio quasars and LRG (blue).
Also shown is the cross-correlation of a control sample of radio-loud LRG (green) selected to
have a similar distribution of log(P1.4GHz) as in radio quasars. For comparison we plot again
cross-correlation of RLAGN and LRG (red), and the LRG-LRG auto-correlation (small diamonds).
The bottom panel shows the ratio of wp(rp) respect to the LRG auto-correlation. The analysis is
restricted to sources with integrated luminosities (after adding all associated components) above
1025 W Hz−1.
population (we suspect that errors in the virial black hole mass estimates are to
blame). We have repeated the cross-correlation analysis of radio quasars with black
hole masses in the range 108 M⊙ < Mbh < 10
9 M⊙ and find that this makes no
difference to our results.
4.4.6 Radio Luminosity
It is also interesting to investigate whether clustering differences between radio-loud
AGN and quasars depend on radio luminosity. To test this, we build control samples
using the same methodology as before, but this time matching in log(P1.4GHz)
1.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the corresponding cross-correlation functions and radio
luminosity distributions of the matched samples. The clustering of RLAGN remains
essentially unchanged.
1We note that a fraction of the RLQSOs will be core-dominated, so that a fraction of the luminosity of
some sources will be due to relativistic beaming. This would affect the matching in radio luminosity between
beamed and non-beamed objects. However, because of the weak dependence of clustering amplitude on radio
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Figure 4.14 • Normalized distributions of log(P1.4GHz) for radio-loud AGN (dotted), radio-loud
QSO (histogram), and control radio AGN (large dots) selected to have a similar distribution as
of radio-loud quasars.
Figure 4.15 • Change of the cross-correlation amplitude for RLAGN (red) and RLQSO (blue),
obtained by fitting a power law with varying amplitude and fixed exponent. Radio quasars
are splitted in bins of increasing radio luminosity [log(P1.4GHz)>25.0,>25.5,>25.75]. Fits are
calculated at two different spatial scales, 0.1 < rp < 0.8 Mpc h
−1 (solid) and 1 < rp <
20 Mpc h−1 (dotted). A single fit over the range 0.1 − 20 Mpc h−1 is indicated by the thick
blue line, enclosed by the shaded error region.
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We now calculate cross-correlation functions for radio-loud quasars of increasing
radio luminosities [log(P1.4GHz)>25.0,>25.5,>25.75]. We do find an increase in
clustering strength as function of radio power on all scales in the range 0.1 < rp <
20 Mpc h−1. This is plotted in Figure 4.15, where we compare the cross-correlation
amplitude of radio-loud AGN and QSO. The amplitude is calculated using a single
power-law fit over the entire range, since the correlation function of quasars does not
exhibit a clear break at a scale of ∼1 Mpc h−1, as is the case for radio galaxies. We
find that RLAGN are more strongly clustered than RLQSO at all radio luminosities
that we are able to probe. However, the clustering amplitude of RLQSOs increases
as a function of radio luminosity, while that of RLAGNs decreases at the very
highest radio luminosities. Extrapolation of our results suggests that both kinds of
AGN might have similar clustering at radio luminosities in excess of 1026 W Hz−1.
This would imply that the unified model for radio-loud quasars and radio galaxies
can only be valid at these very high radio luminosities. This is consistent with the
dependence of the relative numbers of the two AGN types as a function of radio
power (Figure 4.2).
4.5 Summary
In this work, we have successfully applied cross-correlation techniques to character-
ize the environments of ∼ 14, 000 radio-loud AGN with P1.4GHz > 1024 W Hz−1,
selected from ∼ 1.2 million LRG at 0.4 < z < 0.8. We have also compared the clus-
tering of RLAGN with that of radio-loud quasars over the same redshift interval.
By using control samples of radio-quiet objects matched in redshift, stellar mass
and optical luminosity (or radio luminosity, when appropriate) we have isolated the
effect such parameters have in influencing the clustering signal. The main results
of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Radio AGN at 0.4 < z < 0.8 are substantially more clustered than their par-
ent luminous red galaxy population. Radio-loud AGN are also more strongly
clustered than radio-quiet galaxies of the same stellar mass and redshift. The
clustering differences are largest on scales less than 1 Mpc h−1.
• Radio-loud AGN hosted by more massive galaxies are more strongly clustered
than those hosted by less massive galaxies. However, the clustering differ-
ence between RLAGN and control samples of radio-quiet galaxies is most pro-
nounced for RLAGN in low mass hosts.
• We study the dependence of the clustering amplitude on the luminosity of
the radio source. For rp > 1 Mpc h
−1 there is a weak, but significant anti-
correlation with radio power. For rp < 1 Mpc h
−1 the dependence of clustering
luminosity for the quasars, this effect does not influence our conclusions
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amplitude on luminosity is more complex: the cross-correlation amplitude in-
creases with luminosity up to ∼ 1025.3 W Hz−1, and then decreases for the
most luminous radio sources in our sample.
• We have compared the environments of radio-loud AGN and radio-loud QSOs.
RLAGN are clustered more strongly than RLQSOs on all scales, indicate that
they populate dark matter halos of different mass. These results hold even
when the RLAGN and RLQSO samples are matched in radio luminosity and
black hole mass.
• There are indications that the very most luminous RLAGN and RLQSOs in our
sample (P> 1026 WHz−1) do have similar clustering amplitudes. Only at these
very high radio powers are the space-densities of radio-loud quasars and radio
galaxies similar. This implies that unification of the two AGN populations can
only be valid above P∼ 1026 W Hz−1.
One major limitation of this study with regard to constraining AGN unification
scenarios, is that it is based purely on photometric data from the SDSS, so we are
unable to split our RLAGN sample into high-excitation and low-excitation sources.
It is quite possible that the presence or absence of emission lines will provide the
best way to define a population of radio galaxies that are clearly unified with the
quasars. In this case, we would expect to find that the high-excitation radio galaxy
population would cluster in a similar way to the quasars.
In addition, we note that because the parent sample of our RLAGN catalogue
consists of luminous red galaxies, it is also likely that we completely miss some
number of RLAGN with bluer colors and stronger emission lines. The analysis of
the RLAGN luminosity function presented in Donoso et al. [2009] indicates that the
missing sources cannot constitute more than ∼20% of the total RLAGN population,
so will not dominate the clustering signal of the radio AGN population as a whole.
Nevertheless the quasar analogues among the radio galaxy population may still be
under-represented in our analysis.
Fortunately, upcoming large spectroscopic surveys such as BOSS will target
nearly complete samples of more than a million massive galaxies at 0.4 < z < 0.8
and will provide optical spectra for tens of thousands of radio galaxies. We will
then be able to quantify the fraction of RLAGN of given radio luminosity that have
emission lines and how the clustering depends on emission line strength.
The most definitive result to emerge from our analysis is clear proof that the
environment of a galaxy on the scale of the dark matter halo in which it resides (i.e.
on scales of ∼1 Mpc h−1 and below), does play a key role in determining not only
the probability that a galaxy a is radio-loud AGN, but also the total luminosity of
the radio jet. Combining our results with those of Best et al. [2005a], we conclude
that both black hole mass and environment must determine the radio-loud character
of an active galaxy.
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Our previous work also demonstrated that strong evolution of the radio AGN
population only occurs above a characteristic radio luminosity of ∼ 1025 W Hz−1
(Donoso et al. 2009). It is very intriguing that the results in this paper indicate
that this luminosity marks the break point in clustering trends, and that the radio
luminosity where denser environment ceases to have a boosting influence also is of
order 1025 W Hz−1.
Finally, the strong evolution of the radio source population at radio luminosities
above ∼ 1025 W Hz−1 combined with the strong clustering of this population, must
imply that the heating rate of the gas in groups and clusters of galaxies is higher
at redshifts ∼ 0.5 than it is at the present day. We intend to quantify this in more
detail in upcoming work.
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Modeling the Radio-loud Galaxy
Population
In this chapter I will describe the implementation of a simple prescription for the distribution
of the radio-loud galaxy population in dark matter haloes at z = 0.5, by using a large-scale
N-body simulation coupled with a semianalytic model of galaxy formation that incorporates
feedback from radio AGN as wel as improved tracking of the formation history of galaxies in
haloes.
Then I will describe the derivation of the time-averaged heating output of radio sources hosted
by galaxies as a function of stellar mass and redshift. I will also show how the models can
be used to calculate the heating effect of radio sources in halos of different mass, and at two
different cosmic epochs.
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 AGN Feedback in SAMs
As explained in the introduction to this thesis, recent models of galaxy formation
built on top of large cosmological dark matter simulations have implemented a
variety of feedback processes and are now able to explain successfully many observed
properties of galaxies in the nearby Universe and at higher redshifts.
In particular, the model from De Lucia and Blaizot 2007 includes prescriptions
for star formation, supernova feedback, galaxy mergers, metal enrichment, and also
an improved scheme to track the formation history of central galaxies in haloes. In
this model, black holes grow through direct merging, accretion of cold gas driven by
mergers (quasar mode), and through the accretion of hot gas when massive black
holes are located in halos with an quasi-static atmosphere of hot gas (radio mode).
As explained in chapter 1, radio mode feedback becomes more important at low
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redshifts and is responsible shutting off the gas supply in cooling flows. The model
largely follows the prescriptions given in Croton et al. 2006, with slightly modified
treatments of galaxy mergers, dust attenuation and the initial mass function.
In these SAMs, radio activity is the result of continual hot gas accretion onto a
central supermassive black hole once a static hot halo has formed around the host
galaxy. The mechanical heating generated by this black hole accretion is Lbh =
ηM˙bhc
2, where c is the speed of light, η = 0.1 is the efficiency for the mass-energy
conversion near the black hole event horizon, and M˙bh is the black hole accretion
rate. The accreation rate is assumed to be proportional to the black hole and hot gas
mass, multiplied by an efficiency factor and divided by the Hubble time. As noted
before, these relations are calibrated in order to reproduce the observed luminosity
function of galaxies.
5.1.2 Halo Occupation Distribution Models of Galaxy Clustering
Although semi-analytic models are successful at allowing the models to reproduce
key observational data, we would like to test the AGN feedback prescription embed-
ded in the models in a more direct way, rather than relying on “indirect” evidence,
like the good match to luminosity functions. Progress on this can be achieved by
constructing halo occupation distributions (HODs) for radio galaxies. A HOD de-
scribes the relation between galaxies and dark matter, at the level of individual dark
matter haloes. The properties of galaxies located in center of dark matter haloes
are expected to differ from those of satellite galaxies. This is because processes such
as gas accretion and merging affect primarily the central galaxies. HOD models
specify how galaxies populate their host haloes and how they are distributed among
central or satellite locations. Once the HOD is specified, it is then simple to predict
how galaxies are clustered. In fact, the general procedure that is usually adopted is
to ”tune” the HOD until the observed clustering and luminosity/mass function of
galaxies are reproduced.
In our case, a HOD for massive galaxies and radio-loud AGN that can account for
their observed clustering properties is important, because this allows us to constrain
the mass of the haloes in which these objects are located. In addition, it makes it
possible to estimate how much energy is being dumped on average into these halos
at different redshifts, providing further input to refine the radio-mode feedback
implementation in the semi-analytic models.
In this chapter, we will attempt to use the output of semianalytic models and a
simple model to populate dark matter haloes with radio sources, in order to create
“mock” catalogs of radio AGN that can reproduce the observed mass function and
clustering of RLAGN. While models constructed in this way have been shown to
adequately match observations of optical and radio AGNs at low redshift, it is of
interest to extend them to higher redshifts. Coupling the model information with
the bivariate radio luminosity-mass functions derived before, we will estimate the
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total heating effect that radio sources have in haloes of different mass, in galaxies of
different stellar mass, and as function of cosmic epoch between z = 0 and z = 0.5.
5.1.3 The heating power of RLAGN in the local universe
It is important to quantify the heating power of RLAGN, because typical lifetimes
of radio-loud AGN are in the order of 107-108 yr, which is very short compared to
most processes in galaxy formation. We have shown in chapter 3 that the fraction of
galaxies that host RLAGN is a strong function of stellar mass; it reaches 20-30% for
the most massive systems at both z=0.14 and z=0.55. This means that in order to
observe such high fractions in our samples, radio-loud activity must be constantly
re-triggered.
In section 3.5 we have seen for a galaxy of a certain stellar mass, the bivariate
radio luminosity-mass function gives the probability that it hosts a radio AGN of
a certain power. Probabilistically, it can be interpreted as the fraction of time that
a galaxy of a given mass spends as a radio AGN of a given radio luminosity. In
principle, this could be used to derive the total heating power of radio sources as
function of their stellar mass.
However, the total energetic output of radio jets is 2-3 orders of magnitude
larger than the observed radio luminosity, so that in order to estimate true heating
output or RLAGN, a conversion between radio and mechanical luminosities of radio
sources is needed. Using observational estimates of the mechanical output of radio
cavities and bubbles in the hot X-ray emitting gas of cluster and groups of galaxies,
Best et al. 2006 derived a conversion relation, allowing them to calculate the time-
averaged energy output associated with recurrent radio source activity as function
of the mass of the central black hole. Moreover, by comparing the heating effect
of RLAGN with radiative cooling rates derived from X-ray observations, Best et al.
2006 found a remarkable agreement between these heating and cooling rates across a
wide range of host galaxy masses. This means that, averaged over time, the energy
produced by RLAGN can balance the radiative energy losses from the hot halo of
its host galaxy. In this way, radio source activity can suppress the cooling of the
gas and therefore control the rate of growth of the elliptical host galaxy.
5.2 The Millennium Simulation
The semianalytic model for the formation and evolution of galaxies that we use
(De Lucia and Blaizot 2007) is implemented on top of the Millennium Run, which
is a large dark matter cosmological simulation with 21603 (∼ 1010) particles in a
periodic box of size 500 Mpc h−1. The particle mass is 8.6×108 M⊙ h−1, so that low
mass haloes that host faint galaxies are typically resolved with at least 100 particles.
The simulation volume is large enough to include interesting objects of low space
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density, such as quasars or large galaxy clusters.
The initial conditions of the simulation were created using a Gaussian ran-
dom field with a λCDM linear power spectrum produced by the CMBFAST code
(Seljak and Zaldarriaga 1996). This random field was used to displace particles from
a homogeneous distribution set at z=127. The simulation was then evolved to z=0
using a special version of the GADGET-2 code (Springel 2005). A full description
of the Millennium Run is given in Springel et al. [2005].
Large cosmological simulations such like the Millennium exhibit a rich substruc-
ture of gravitationally bound dark matter subhaloes orbiting within larger virialized
haloes. As structures merge hierarchically in CDM universes, there can be several
progenitors and usually one descendant for any given halo. To track the formation
history of tens of millions of haloes and subhaloes, hierarchical merging trees of each
z=0 halo are constructed based on the haloes and subhaloes identified by a FOF1
algorithm at different redshifts. As merger trees encode the full formation history of
each halo, they are the backbone of semianalytic models that (implemented in post-
processing) simulate a wide range of baryonic processes relevant to the formation
and evolution of galaxies and black holes.
5.3 Modeling of Radio-loud AGN
5.3.1 The basic model at z ∼ 0
Mandelbaum et al. [2009] utilized a halo occupation model to interpret the clus-
tering of radio-loud AGN in the local universe, using the same sample of observed
radio-loud AGN selected from SDSS DR4 used in this work. They introduced a
simple model in which the probability of a galaxy of given stellar mass to be an
RLAGN is enhanced if it is the central galaxy of its own halo. The clustering analy-
sis relies on the assumption that the AGN sample derives from a parent population
which matches the statistical properties of galaxies as a function of stellar mass
(i.e. the stellar mass function and the clustering). Then, a halo model parameter
such as fcen, which is the fraction of RLAGN that are hosted by central galaxies,
can be used as a way of matching the observed AGN clustering, as it modifies the
probability that each galaxy in the parent population to be a radio-loud AGN.
Motivated by the recent semianalyic models of Croton et al. [2006] and Bower et al.
[2006], Mandelbaum et al. [2009] found that a two parameter model was able to re-
produce the observed clustering signal. These parameters are the fraction of central
galaxies fcen, and the minimum halo massM
min
h , the later of which constrains radio
AGN to occur only in haloes more massive than Mminh . This basically means that
1Friends-Of-Friends (FOF) technique basically links particles providing their separation is smaller than
a fraction f of the mean interparticle separation. A fraction f = 0.2 roughly combines particles in groups
with overdensity of 200, which corresponds approximately to a virialized group.
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the probability of a galaxy to be radio-loud depends on its location as central or
satellite galaxy, but also on the mass of its hosting dark matter halo. While such a
simple on/off dependence on halo mass is almost certainly an oversimplification of
reality, it is a reasonable first order approximation that can be used to reproduce the
observations from the models. Moreover, the semi-analytic models mentioned above
suggest that feedback from radio AGN becomes important in haloes of masses above
a few times 1011 − 1012 M⊙, in which gas is cooling quasi-statically. Pasquali et al.
[2009] also found, based on the analysis of SDSS DR4 groups of galaxies, that radio-
loud AGN activity is predominant in haloes of masses ∼ 1013 M⊙ h−1.
In their best-fitting model of Mandelbaum et al. [2009], 74% (fcen=0.74) of radio
AGN are located at the centres of their own dark matter haloes, which are hosted
in haloes above 1012.75 M⊙ (M
min
h = 10
12.75 M⊙). However, the exact values of the
parameters are uncertain as there is a strong degeneracy between fcen and M
min
h .
This is evidenced as a large banana-shaped region in the two-dimensional likelihood
map of these parameters, plotted in Figure 6 of Mandelbaum et al. [2009].
5.3.2 Extension of the model to z ∼ 0.55.
The first step in our work is to check if this model that successfully accounts for
observations of RLAGN in the local universe, can also be applied at high redshift.
The test is whether the model provides a reasonable approximation to the observed
clustering of radio AGN at z = 0.55.
For this we use the direct output of the semianalytic model of De Lucia and Blaizot
[2007] and implemented the occupation model described above. In practice, we se-
lected a single snapshot of the 500 Mpc h−1 simulation box at z = 0.5. It con-
tains around 9× 106 galaxies, among which we selected galaxies to construct mock
samples of the radio AGNs and of the parent sample (this is the equivalent of the
observed MegaZ LRG sample). Then we computed the mass function and the cross-
correlation function of radio AGNs and of the parent objects, and compared with
their corresponding observational estimates.
We found that the mass function of galaxies above ∼ 1011.0 M⊙ approximately
reproduces the one derived from the observed MegaZ-LRG sample, but in order to fit
observations more closely we introduce a small shift of 0.05 dex to all stellar masses.
Then, by selecting galaxies above 1011 M⊙, the model is able to reproduce the
clustering of the observed LRG population over the range in rp from ∼ 0.01 Mpc h−1
to ∼ 10 Mpc h−1.
The next step is to select the model galaxies that will host radio-AGNs. We
do this according to the location of the galaxy in the dark matter halo (central or
satellite) and the mass of the halo. As RLAGN at z = 0.5 are hosted in massive
galaxies above ∼ 1011 M⊙ we have decided to keep the minimum halo mass fixed
at Mminh = 10
12.75 M⊙ and vary fcen in order to fit the observed cross-correlation
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Figure 5.1 • Mass function of luminous red galaxies and radio-loud AGN at z = 0.5 and the
corresponding estimates derived from an occupation model based on the semianalytic model
(SAM) of De Lucia and Blaizot [2007]. The model corresponds to the best-fitting model for
RLAGN, with a fraction of fcen = 0.54 for a fixed minimum dark matter haloes mass ofM
min
h =
1012.75. The SAM output corresponds to a snapshot at z ∼ 0.5 of the 500 Mpc h−1 simulation
box of the Millennium Run.
Figure 5.2 • Projected LRG-LRG and RLAGN-LRG correlation function as derived from the
MegaZ catalogue, and the corresponding estimates calculated from an occupation model based
on the semianalytic model (SAM) of De Lucia and Blaizot [2007]. The model corresponds to
the best-fitting model for RLAGN, with a fraction of fcen = 0.54, for a fixed minimum dark
matter haloes mass of Mminh = 10
12.75.
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Figure 5.3 • χ2 statistic for different values of the fraction of central galaxies that are hosting
RLAGN in the occupation model. The best-fit model has a value of fcen = 0.54, for a fixed
minimum dark matter halo mass of Mminh = 10
12.75.
function. We generated a series of models with fcen varying from 0.34 to 0.84, with
a step size of 0.02. For each model we calculated the projected cross-correlation
and compared with the observed wrp estimate over the rp interval from 0.05 to
10 Mpc h−1. The best-fitting model was found at fcen = 54% using the standard
χ2 statistic. In Figures 5.1 and 5.2 we reproduce the observed and model mass
functions of both RLAGNs and LRGs, as well as the corresponding estimates of
wrp for the best-fit model. We also plot the χ
2 statistic for the different values
of fcen in Figure 5.3. It is worth noting that there is a good agreement between
observations and the predictions of this simple model, especially if we consider that
the comparison is between the direct semianalytic output in a real-space simulation
box, and observations of galaxies in redshift-space.
The final step is to assign radio luminosities to the semianalytic catalog of radio-
AGNs. We use the stellar mass to connect the distribution of radio luminosities in
the observed and model catalogs. In practice, we divide observed RLAGN in stellar
mass bins of size δm = 0.1 (in log) and derive the distribution of radio luminosities
in each bin. Then, we assign radio luminosities to model RLAGNs in each stellar
mass bin according to the corresponding distribution of radio powers. In this way,
the model can reproduce the observed radio luminosity vs stellar mass plane, as can
be appreciated in Figure 5.4.
5.4 Mechanical Luminosities of Radio-loud AGN
Having shown that this simple occupation model for RLAGN works successfully at
z = 0.5, we now focus on how to estimate the heating power that these systems
dump into the environment.
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Figure 5.4 • Stellar mass versus radio luminosity for observed RLAGN at z = 0.5, and radio
AGN selected according to our best-fit occupation model.
Estimates of the total kinetic energy outputof a radio jet are typically a fac-
tor of 102-103 higher than the radio luminosity of a radio source (Bicknell 1995).
This means that monochromatic radio luminosity is not a good indicator of the
mechanical energy output of a radio source. Hence, in order to determine the time
averaged heating output of radio-loud AGN, it is necessary to convert between radio
luminosity and mechanical energy output.
While in principle such conversion might vary as the radio source ages (i.e.
for fixed jet kinetic power, the radio luminosity changes as the source ages, see
Kaiser et al. 1997), it is reasonable to assume that at the population level is is pos-
sible to derive an age-averaged statistical relation between radio and mechanical
luminosity. Bˆırzan et al. [2004] studied the radio cavities and bubbles produced in
groups and clusters that host radio galaxies, and derived the (pV) energy associated
with the cavities, as well as their radio luminosities and ages. Best et al. [2006] com-
bined this data to determine the conversion from radio to mechanical luminosities,
given by
Lmech
1036W
= 3.0± 0.2
(
L1.4GHz
1025W Hz−1
)0.4±0.13
(5.1)
Bˆırzan et al. [2004] showed that the mechanical luminosity of the system is also
correlated with its X-ray luminosity. This suggests that more parameters than just
the radio luminosity are required to fully characterize the heating. Nevertheless, to
a first order of magnitude a good approximation over five decades in radio power is
given by equation 5.1, which is plotted as the solid line in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 • Mechanical luminosity vs radio monochromatic radio luminosity estimated by
Bˆırzan et al. [2004] from cavities and bubbles in clusters and groups of galaxies hosting radio
sources. The solid line corresponds to the best-fit power-law expression derived by Best et al.
[2006] and given by equation 5.1. While there is no single scaling factor between mechanical
and radio luminosities, it provides a reasonable fit to the data over five decades in radio power.
5.5 The heating effect of Radio-loud AGN
We applied the method described above to our samples of RLAGN to derive the
heating power as function of stellar mass by combining equation 5.1 with our esti-
mates of the bivariate radio luminosity - mass function derived in chapter 3. This
was done by integrating the curves in Figure 3.7 multiplied with the mechanical
luminosities calculated from the corresponding radio luminosities.
The high-redshift RLAGNs selected from the MegaZ catalogue have radio powers
starting at ∼ 1024.4 W Hz−1, while low redshift radio AGNs extend much further
down in luminosity, to ∼ 1022 W Hz−1. As these faint sources are not present
in the high-redshift sample, we integrate the radio luminosity distributions above
∼ 1024.4 WHz−1 in both cases. The resulting heating rate is shown in Figure 5.6. As
expected, the time-averaged energy output of radio sources is larger for more massive
systems, given that the fraction of radio sources in massive objects is comparatively
high (around 20-30%). For high-redshift RLAGNs, the energy associated with radio
source activity is a factor of 20−25 larger in galaxies ofM∗ ∼ 1012 M⊙ compared to
systems of M∗ ∼ 1011 M⊙. At low redshifts, the RLAGN heating output is slightly
smaller over the whole mass range, and the difference with high redshift sources is
progressively larger in low mass galaxies. Again, this is consistent with the trends
observed in the evolution of the fraction of RLAGN in Figures 3.5 and 3.7. If we
integrate the heating rates over the stellar mass range, the total heating output at
z = 0.5 is a factor of ∼ 2.5 larger than at z = 0.14. Most of this extra heating
power is provided by massive radio galaxies of M∗ ∼ 1012 M⊙.
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Figure 5.6 • Time-averaged heating rate associated with radio-loud AGN activity as function
of galaxy stellar mass, derived by combining the bivariate-radio luminosity mass function (Figure
3.7) with a conversion relation between radio power and mechanical luminosity (equation 5.1).
The analysis is restricted to sources above ∼ 1024.4 W Hz−1.
By using our occupation model for radio AGN we can translate the above heating
relation from stellar mass to halo mass. We go through the same procedure applied
to model RLAGNs at z = 0.5, but this time we do the integration directly in bins
of halo mass. For RLAGN at z = 0.1 we use a similar procedure, but using the
best-fitting model for RLAGN by Mandelbaum et al. 2009. The results are shown
in Figure 5.7. At high redsfhit, the heating in haloes of ∼ 1015 M⊙ h−1 is factor of
6-7 larger than in ∼ 1012.8 M⊙ h−1 haloes, broadly consistent with the trend based
on stellar mass. In addition, the total heating power at high redshift is also a factor
of ∼ 2.5 larger than at low redshift, indicating that for a fixed halo mass the net
heating effect due to radio galaxies was substantially larger in the past in the past
than at present.
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Figure 5.7 • Time-averaged heating rate associated with radio-loud AGN activity as function
of halo mass, for our best-fit occupation model of RLAGN at z = 0.5.
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We have constructed a catalogue of 14453 radio-loud AGN with 1.4 GHz fluxes
above 3.5 mJy in the redshift range 0.4 < z < 0.8, based on the cross-correlation of
NVSS and FIRST radio source catalogs with the MegaZ-LRG catalogue of luminous
red galaxies. The vast majority of the radio AGN are single component sources in
both NVSS and FIRST. However, there is a significant fraction of objects without
high S/N FIRST detections, which are required for accurate identification of the
optical counterpart. We have introduced a method for analyzing the FIRST radio
maps around the candidate positions of these sources. This allowed us to dig deeper
into the FIRST survey and use lower S/N detections to pinpoint the location of the
host galaxy.
We have presented a new determination of the luminosity function of radio-loud
AGN at z ∼ 0.55 that is in excellent agreement with other results in the literature,
but with notably smaller error bars. By comparing our radio luminosity function
at z ∼ 0.55 to that derived for a large sample of nearby radio AGN from the SDSS
DR4 we have quantified in detail the evolution of the radio galaxy population as well
as its dependence on radio luminosity. The main result is that we find compelling
evidence for strong cosmic evolution of radio sources. The comoving number density
of radio AGN with luminosities less than 1025 W Hz−1 increases by a factor of ∼ 1.5
between z = 0.14 and z = 0.55. At higher luminosities, this factor increases sharply,
reaching values ∼ 10 at a radio luminosity of 1026W Hz−1. We find that neither
a pure luminosity evolution nor a pure density evolution scenario provides a good
description of the data.
We have analyzed how the relation between radio AGN and their host galaxies
evolves with redshift. The fraction of galaxies with radio luminosities above a given
threshold is a steeply increasing function of stellar mass at both z ∼ 0.1 and at
z ∼ 0.55. The fraction of radio loud AGN increases with redshift and this increase
is largest at the highest radio luminosities and also for lower mass galaxies. We
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have also calculated the bivariate radio luminosity-mass function at z ∼ 0.14 and
z ∼ 0.55. Its shape does not appear to depend on mass at either redshift, but there
is strong evolution in the shape at the bright-end of the function. The fraction of
galaxies brighter than 1025 W hz−1 declines with significantly shallower slope at
higher redshifts. In other words, two main conclusions can be drawn from these
analysis:
• There is a characteristic luminosity of ∼ 1025 W Hz−1 below which the radio
source population evolves very weakly with redshift. Above this characteristic
luminosity, there is strong evolution, with the most powerful radio sources
undergoing the largest increase in co-moving number density. These results
are in broad agreement with past studies.
• The strongest evolution in the fraction of galaxies that host radio-loud AGN
takes place in the lower mass galaxies in our sample.
The most plausible explanation for these different trends in evolution, is that there
are two classes of radio galaxy, likely associated with the high excitation/low excita-
tion “dichotomy”) that have different fueling/triggering mechanisms. As discussed
before, it has been suggested that low luminosity AGN are likely associated with
massive (∼ 1013 M⊙) dark matter haloes that have quasistatic hot gas atmospheres.
The abundance of such halos is predicted to remain approximately constant out to
redshifts ∼ 1, which is consistent with the weak evolution we see in this population.
These “hot-halo” triggered sources at z ∼ 0.5 would then produce radio emission
that roughly compensates the radiative losses of the cooling gas.
The reason for the remarkably strong evolution in the comoving abundance of
high-luminosity radio AGN is somewhat more difficult to understand. It is tempting
to link this population with the strongly accreting population of luminous quasars,
which are thought to be hosted in dark matter halos with masses of ∼ 1012M⊙.
However, only ∼ 10% of optical quasars are radio-loud, and this raises the question
as to whether there is simply a short radio-loud phase during the lifetime of every
optical quasar, or whether optically luminous AGN and powerful radio galaxies are
triggered by different mechanisms. If, as in quasars, these sources are not regulated
by cooling from a surrounding hot gaseous halo, but by other mechanisms like
interactions/mergers, then we would not expect to find them in an equilibrium
state like in low excitation AGNs.
To shed further light on these matters we have analyzed the clustering properties
of luminous radio galaxies and radio quasars present in our samples. To do this, we
have successfully applied cross-correlation techniques to characterize the environ-
ments of radio-loud AGN with P1.4GHz > 10
24.4 W Hz−1. We have also compared
the clustering of RLAGN with that of radio-loud quasars. By using control samples
of radio-quiet objects matched in redshift, stellar mass and optical luminosity (or
radio luminosity/black hole mass, when appropriate) we have isolated the effect such
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parameters have in influencing the clustering signal. The main results regarding our
clustering analysis can be summarized as follows:
• Radio AGN at 0.4 < z < 0.8 are substantially more clustered compared to
their parent luminous red galaxy population, and also compared to radio-quiet
galaxies of the same stellar mass and redshift. The clustering differences are
largest on scales less than 1 Mpc h−1.
• Radio-loud AGN hosted by more massive galaxies are more strongly clustered
than those hosted by less massive galaxies. However, the difference in clus-
tering between RLAGN and control samples is most pronounced for low mass
RLAGN.
• We have studied the dependence of the clustering amplitude on the luminos-
ity of the radio source. For rp > 1 Mpc h
−1 there is a weak, but significant
anti-correlation with radio power. For rp < 1 Mpc h
−1 the dependence of
clustering amplitude on luminosity is more complex: the cross-correlation am-
plitude increases with luminosity up to ∼ 1025.3 W Hz−1, and then decreases
for the most luminous radio sources in our sample.
• We have compared the environments of radio-loud AGN and radio-loud QSOs.
RLAGN are clustered more strongly than RLQSOs on all scales, indicate that
they populate dark matter halos of different mass. These results hold even
when the RLAGN and RLQSO samples are matched in radio luminosity and
black hole mass.
• There are indications that the very most luminous RLAGN and RLQSOs in our
sample (P> 1026 WHz−1) do have similar clustering amplitudes. Only at these
very high radio powers are the space-densities of radio-loud quasars and radio
galaxies similar. This implies that unification of the two AGN populations can
only be valid above P∼ 1026 W Hz−1.
The most definitive result to emerge from our analysis is clear proof that the
environment of a galaxy on the scale of the dark matter halo in which it resides, does
play a key role in determining not only the probability that a galaxy a is radio-loud
AGN, but also the total luminosity of the radio jet. We have also demonstrated
that strong evolution of the radio AGN population occurs above a characteristic
radio luminosity of ∼ 1025 W Hz−1. It is very intriguing that this luminosity marks
the break point in clustering trends, and that the radio luminosity where a denser
environment ceases to have a boosting influence also is of order 1025 W Hz−1.
By using a cosmological N-body simulations coupled with semianalytic models
of galaxy formation that incorporate the feedback effect from radio AGN, we have
successfully applied a simple prescription (HOD) to populate dark matter haloes
with powerful radio-loud AGNs at z = 0.5. The best-fitting model can reproduce
the observed mass function and clustering of radio AGN, as well of their parent
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LRG population. With just a small change to the fraction of RLAGN hosted by
central galaxies, we have shown that the basic parameters of this simple model can
account for observations at both, low and high redshift.
Finally, combining the model information with the bivariate radio luminosity-
mass functions derived before, we have estimate the total heating effect that radio
sources have in haloes of different mass, in hosts of different stellar mass, and
as function of cosmic epoch between z = 0 and z = 0.5. As suggested by the
strong evolution of luminous radio sources above ∼ 1025 W Hz−1 and by the strong
clustering of this population, the net heating rate due to radio AGNs in groups and
clusters of galaxies is factor of ∼ 2.5 larger at z = 0.5 than at the present epoch.
One limitation of this work with regard to constraining AGN unification sce-
narios, is that it is based purely on photometric data from the SDSS, so we are
unable to split our RLAGN sample into high-excitation and low-excitation sources.
It is quite possible that the presence or absence of emission lines will provide the
best way to define a population of radio galaxies that are clearly unified with the
quasars. In this case, we would expect to find that the high-excitation radio galaxy
population would cluster in a similar way to the quasars.
Fortunately, upcoming large spectroscopic surveys such as BOSS will target
nearly complete samples of more than a million massive galaxies at 0.4 < z < 0.8
and will provide optical spectra for tens of thousands of radio galaxies. We will
then be able to quantify the fraction of RLAGN of given radio luminosity that have
emission lines and how the clustering depends on emission line strength.
It is worth to mention that the new generation of instruments currently under
construction, will generate large radio and optical surveys with dramatic improve-
ments in size and sensibility. The LOFAR (Low Frequency Array) is an interfero-
metric array of 5000 radio antennas distributed across the Netherlands and other
European countries. It will map the northern sky with unprecedented sensitivity at
the mostly unexplored frequency range of 16-240 MHz. Once completed, LOFAR
will be able to detect hundreds of thousands of of radio AGN up to z ∼ 1 and
hundreds of the most powerful sources at z ∼ 7. Pan-STARRS (Panoramic Sur-
vey Telescope And Rapid Response System) is a new optical instrument that will
conduct multi-band photometry of the entire sky in a continuous basis. It will pro-
duce large catalogs of optical counterparts for radio sources as deep as mR = 27.5.
Toegether, these radio and optical surveys will dramatically improve existing sam-
ples, allowing us to study the evolution of the radio galaxy population in great
detail.
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